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EDITOR'S PAGE
A new school year, the tenth Books for
Keeps, and our circulation rising steadily. A
good time to start our new series The World
of Children's Books. One of the main
impulses behind the launching of Books for
Keeps was the desire to open up the world of
children's books. To introduce teachers and
parents — who often feel like outsiders — to
publishers; to give publishers a chance to get
off their island and find out about the rest of
us. We believe that knowing the area gives
everyone a better chance to navigate a surer
course to where we all want to be — the
place where children and books meet
successfully.

But what sort of things determine whether
that meeting will be a success? How do the
actions of people who inhabit this world
affect what children read, or whether they
read at all? Finding an answer to these
important and fascinating questions involves
looking closely at these people: publishers,
booksellers, librarians, teachers, reviewers,
parents and not least, children. It involves
discovering how the world of children's
books works, and how all the people in it do
(or don't) have contact with each other.

This is what our series aims to do. And with
all these metaphors of exploration, voyaging
and travel flying about, it seemed obvious to
start with a map. As background to your
journey we offer you our — somewhat
lighthearted — map of the children's book
world (page 4). Throughout the series we will
be looking at different parts of this map,
starting this issue with The Editors. Enjoy the
trip!

Fascinating reading
From time to time — less often than most of
us would like — parts of the children's book
world are charted by researchers. In this issue
we report on two forays into the difficult and
dangerous waters of children's reading habits,
their attitudes and responses to books,
{pages 20,21}

Jennie Ingham's long-awaited report of the
Bradford Book Flood Experiment makes
fascinating and at times heartbreaking
reading. Get it and read it. Not for the
extensive statistical analyses which end up by
proving nothing much; but for the
descriptions of and interviews with teachers,
parents and children about books and
reading. It's a salutary experience. Again the
inevitable conclusions emerge: if we are not
to sell children short on reading a great
number of teachers need-to change their
ways; those with positive attitudes — often
lone voices in our schools — need positive
help, encouragement and support. All
teachers need more and better information
about books. That's why we think Books for
Keeps and magazines like it are important.
Also important are groups of teachers getting
together locally to talk about books. The
exchange of ideas and experiences among
teachers who know each other and each
other's situations is irreplaceable. Many of
these groups already exist, producing lists

Mattie Mouse from
THE DAZZLE.
Illustration by Peter
Stevenson.

and reviews for local schools. We've been
interested to read copies of those which have
been sent to us. Several teachers have asked
for advice about setting up and running a
group. We'd like to produce a short leaflet
about this compiled from the experiences of
people already doing it. If you are part of, or
have information about a local reviewing
group please write and tell us about it and -
very important — how it works.

What they need is time to read. And if you
don't believe it, read Jennie Ingham's BOOKS
AND READING DEVELOPMENT (See page
20).

The appeal of pulp
Jennie Ingham's research also confirmed (yet
again) the popularity ,of 'detective series' like
Nancy Drew, Speculating about the reasons
for this she suggests that the sort of books
children are able to' take on at 104- may be
related to the sort of books they encountered
when learning to read; that learning to read
with the restricted style of reading schemes
may mean feeling safe only with formula
written stories. If you feel there may be
something in that you'll be interested to read
Jil! Bennett's article (page 14}. Jill has long
advocated throwing out reading schemes in
favour of real books. Here she gives some
advice on how to choose books for this job.
Steve Bowles (page 25} has his own ideas
about the appeal of pulp and suggests that
with a little effort we might be able to
manage without it.

A Family Affair
This issue should be of particular interest to
the Dickinson family. Father, Peter, is the
subject of our tenth Authorgraph; daughter,
Philippa, was largely responsible for putting
together Up with SkooJ, Puffin's latest funny
(page 28). Phiiippa went into publishing by
accident. Seven years ago she was all set to
go from school to university and become a
lawyer, and got a temporary summer job with
the Puffin Club. After six weeks Kaye Webb
asked if she'd like to stay on and it was
goodbye to Law.

Eighteen months ago she left the Puffin Club
and joined the editorial team working on The
End. For Up with Skool she sifted through
literally thousands of jokes sent in by children
(and teachers). She hopes she's not getting
type cast. 'After two books I'm asking myself,
"Am I turning into a joke book editor?" If she
reads The Editors she can at least console
herself with the thought that she's helping to
keep writers like her dad in print.

Good News
Richard Hill's report to the Council of the
School Bookshops Association in July was
confident and full of plans for the future.
Welcome news was the announcement that
our grant from Lloyds Bank was to continue
for another three years and be made inflation
proof. We are most grateful for this support
and also pleased that the Council (made up of
publishers, teachers, booksellers, librarians
and parents) so enthusiastically endorsed
what we are doing and hope to do. Showing
their faith in practical terms are Hodder and
Stoughton who, at our invitation, sponsored
this issue's cover, (You'll notice a lot more
colour in this issue, a trend we hope to
continue. Unfortunately it also means that
this issue will be a little late reaching you; we
are only just learning about the implications
of full colour printing!}

'Every single thing in Tim's room spoke ....
The trouble with them was that they only
spoke when Tim was alone.' (Illustration
by Peter Stevenson from Edna O'Brien's
THE DAZZLE),

The Dazzle, our cover book, is Edna O'Brien's
first book for children; but this is not an
established writer dashing off a quick story
for the kiddies to earn some easy money. She
knows it's not the gruesome 'horrors' that
really frighten children but quite ordinary
things and the power of their own
imaginations. Her story of how a mouse and
'The Dazzle' help Tim to overcome his fears is
a delight verbally (no concessions, no writing
down} and visually (Peter Stevenson's
illustrations exactly capture the feel of the
story and the book is beautifully designed).
(ISBN 0 340 26491 8, £3.95)

The Dazzle is one of many lovely books
corning this autumn. More of that in
November.
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This map, reproduced here for the
first time, charts the main features
of the World of Children's Books.
Newcomers and established
inhabitants will recognise lands they
know well and lands they may have
visited. They will also find parts of
the territory of which they may
have heard but which are at present
largely unknown to them.
Users of this map are likely to find
themselves at home in one of the
major areas. It may be in the
Producers Group, where Authors
and Publishers have their islands;
or in the Distributors Group where
booksellers of all kinds can be
found; or in the Consumers Group
where Education Island looms
large; or even in Readerland where
Parents and Children live and
whose hinterland remains largely
unexplored. The Disseminators
Group is a mass of small islands
where Commentators, Reviewers,
Publishers of Small Magazines and
Members of Earnest Organisations
spend their time hopefully sending
signals to Consumers and Readers.
Also in this Group is Media Island
— a desirable spot, rich in resources
but reluctant to be exploited.

Each area on the map has its own
distinctive landscape and features;
but on each single island the terrain
varies and the inhabitants are found
in different environments.
A look at the map will also show
something of the communication
that occurs between its different
parts. The passage from Author
Island to Publishers Island can be
hazardous; across the Discount
Straits the Ford Cortina Fleet is
regularly piloted by brightly smiling
reps; vast expanses of the oceans
between the Producers and
Distributors Groups and Readerland
remain largely uncharted. New
routes may be opened up as a result
of the journeys made with this map
as a starting point.
In the coming months the good ship
Books for Keeps will be crossing
the seas and exploring the lands of
this world which is seen so
differently by those who live in it.
The view from the islands depends
very much on who is looking, in
which direction and whether or not
they use a telescope. We will be
reporting what we find out about
every facet of this world. Join us. If
as fellow explorers you make a
discovery or can put a name to any
part of this world, tell us and we'll
add it to the map.
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^T he World of
Children's Books
Parti
THE EDITORS

Pat Triggs and Tony Bradman
report on

Publishing books for children seems pretty straightforward. Author A
has a wonderful idea for a book. He writes it, sends it off to publisher B,
who accepts it, publishes it, and sells it to a bookseller C. Enter child D,
who picks up the book, likes it and hands over his pocket money. All very
simple.

In reality the chain from author to child is a lot longer and more
complicated than that, and there are problems to be considered at every
link. Perhaps the pressures are strongest on those individuals who find
themselves at the first link in the chain — the editors. It's they who decide
what will be published. It's up to them to try and understand — and to a
certain extent, control— what's going to happen to author A's wonderful
book as it's passed from hand to hand down the chain.
The traditional image of the editor is of someone who sits behind a desk
piled high with manuscripts, reading his way through them in search of a
great new talent. Britain being notoriously class-ridden (and a large part
of the class system being based on cultural snobbery), publishing still
carries an aura of the 'gentlemanly pursuit' where, it's thought, sensitive,
intellectual people concern themselves with Literature and literary
values, not worried by vulgar considerations of profit.

IThe pursuit of profit

But publishing is (and always has been) first and foremost a business,
whose point and purpose is making and selling a product for money. The
paradox of publishing rests in the nature of the product. Books are, for
better or for worse, indissolubly a part of our 'culture' in the widest
possible sense. Publishers are providing a vital service. But unless they
can sell enough books to make a profit, they'll go out of business — and
then those books won't be published. For publishing, as for any business,
the pursuit of profit is vital.

The growth in the awareness of the importance of children's books in the
last 20 years has made the publishing of children's books a more
profitable, and therefore more important, sub-section of publishing in
general. This increases the pressures on editors — there's an inevitable
desire to keep profits running as high as they were last year, and even to
increase them. Increased awareness has also led to the rise of pressure
from groups and from individual teachers, parents and pundits. Demands
vary: children's books should be'non-racist' or'non-sexist'; they should
be 'relevant', books that the 'kids really want'; they shouldn't contain
'bad language' or 'explicit' sex scenes.
How do editors cope with this? Pam Royds of Andre Deutsch is in one
area of publishing — children's hardbacks — which has suffered greatly
from the current recession. Government cuts have meant that schools
and libraries — most children's publishers' best customers — can no
longer afford in many cases to buy new books. She is clear about where
her responsibilities lie.

'My paramount loyalty is to my company's prosperity. I have to
make money for my company, but within that basic brief I try to
publish books I think kids will enjoy and like. I see my duty as
encouraging a wide variety of authors with a wide variety of
backgrounds and interests to write books for all kinds of children in
all sorts of situations. What I do is really a mix of commercialism
and publishing good books.'

> Resisting the pressures

Julia MacRae, who left Hamish Hamilton to start up her own hardback
children's imprint a couple of years ago, exemplifies the traditional
British 'literary' publisher, who is concerned with 'good writing'. But
even she is beginning to feel the pressure of commercialism. 'First and
foremost I'm a "book person". I'm terribly old-fashioned in that
sense. I'm not consciously aware of who's going to read a book or
whether it's got "significance". I'm primarily interested in en-
couraging and developing a writer's talent As I see it, the essence of
being an editor is having an instinctive feel for what it's like to be a
creative artist. It's not a creative role, it's subordinate, something
like a producer in the theatre. It's getting a writer to do his best work.

'But increasingly these days you've got to understand business, if
only so that you can survive and look after your writers. I feel you've
got to resist the pressures, though, and it depresses me to look round
publishing and see that it's increasingly being run by financially
trained businessmen with no feel for it'

Joanna Goldsworthy of Victor Gollancz is also very definite about
what she's doing. 'I want to publish books kids want to read, I can't
publish so-called "good writers" who don't sell. It's commercially
unviable.' In the sixties she was one of the first British publishers to
introduce American fiction for children. 'It was bold and brash, it had
energy — kids wanted to read writers like Judy Blume.'

> Marketing an image
Paperback publishing began with the desire to sell more books to more
people by producing them more cheaply. It has always therefore been
more aware of marketing than the traditional hardback imprints.
Rosemary Sandberg describes how she sees it.
'An editor builds a list — that is, an editor publishes a range of books
with a particular focus, almost a specialisation. Some specialise very
heavily. This makes for a much more concerted marketing approach.
What you're really doing is building an image, as you would with any
other product.' Rosemary works for Collins who have two paperback
lists, Fontana Lions and Armada, each with its own distinct image; her
particular responsibility is for Lions. 'I see my role as publishing the
best available books for children, but to do that I have to know what
they want. So the contact between me and the outside world has to be
constant'
Tony Lacey at Puffin agrees about images but has a special problem.
Puffins are still the 'brand leaders' in children's paperbacks, partly
because of the company's longevity and image, in most people's minds,
as part of the British cultural establishment. Tony wants to update
Puffin's image, without losing the authority which goes with the name.

One thing that he's particularly worried about is the increased pace of
paperback children's publishing, a sentiment echoed by the other editors
we talked to. 'The problem is that I'm having to make my decisions
earlier and earlier. There are so many paperback companies and the
whole scene is so much more competitive that increasingly I'm being
asked to decide to buy a book before it's been published in hardback.
I'm reading the manuscript a couple of days after the hardback
publisher.'
The runaway costs of actually producing a book mean that more and
more hardback publishers are having not only to sell the paperback rights
before they publish, but also to arrange co-editions — simultaneous
publications with foreign publishers — before they can afford to publish
it themselves. Economic pressure has in fact turned the traditional
nature of British publishing upside down. It used to be that a book was
published in hardback, then 18 months or two years later it would appear
in paperback. Now more and more books are being published in both
paperback and hardback simultaneously, and some appear in paperback
first and then go into hardback. This looks likely to increase.
Fewer hardback novels are getting published, so in a sense — as
Rosemary Sandberg put it — 'the traditional supply is drying up.'
Hence the need for paperback publishers to start producing their own
original books. She for one is taking the bit between her teeth and
publishing an original novel this autumn, but publishing novels is a risk
business. Julia MacRae thinks that she can't 'abdicate my respon-
sibility to publish fiction' and will try to keep doing it in any way she
can. 'If we cut back on novels we're doing it to the detriment of the
future. Kids need stories.'

I Good plots and good writing

So what does an editor look for in a manuscript or a book? 'Good plots',
'good writing' were the two qualities which cropped up again and again in
what the editors said. They all also talked about instinct and judgement.
'I have to play my own judgement, and a knowledge of where the
strengths of my list are.' (Tony Lacey); 'You have to work on instinct
all the time. When you read a book you get vibes from it' (Rosemary
Sandberg); 'I like to be able to react instinctively and emotionally to a
book. If I enjoy it it's a good sign — that's not self-indulgence. A
good story's a good story, and kids need a good strong plot There's
too many introspective books around today, and I think humour is
very important.' (Joanna Goldsworthy).

\k books

What about 'risk' books, books with 'bad language', sex or violence or
any of the 1001 things publishers can get hammered for? The general
consensus of opinion was that it depended on the book. Tony Lacey has
had to face this sort of problem a lot. 'The trouble is that if a book is
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Julia MacRae
I'm primarily interested in
encouraging and developing a
writer's talent. Kids need stories.

Elizabeth Roy, Knight
I don't take on a title that won't
stand the test of time.
Photo by Tara Heinemann

Joanna Goldsworthy, Gollancz
I want to publish books kids want
to read; I can't publish 'good
writers' who don't sell.

Rosemary Sandberg, Fontana Lions
What you're really doing is building an image.

Lynne Bradbury, Ladybird
We need to be all things to all people. It's
important there's nothing harmful or offensive in
our books.

Jill Mackay, Piccolo
I want kids to feel reading is as natural as breathing,
not middle-class oneupmanship.
Photo by Roger Crump

Pam Royds, Deutsch
What I do is really a mix of commercialism and
publishing good books.

Tony Lacey, Puffin
With most kids books you're really selling to an adult
who's buying for a child ... you've got to keep the
adult happy too.

divorced from reality then kids won't buy it I get lots of letters
complaining about all sorts of things.

'The problem is that with most kids' books you're selling to an adult
who's buying it for a child. That means that you've got to keep the
adult happy too. If there's something in a book that he'll balk at, then
the child won't get to see it however good or relevant or worthy it is.'

Filtering the book through the system is something that concerns Pam
Royds very much. She publishes Jan Needle's books, and My Mate
Shofiq, A Fine Boy for Killing and A Sense of Shame have all come in
for a lot of stick. 'People complained about the "racism" in My Mate
Shofiq. But it's a realistic novel which is making a point about
racism and trying to do something about it There was a total
misconception about that book among people you would expect to
say "at last, a publisher who's had the courage to bring out a book
which has something relevant to say".

'It was the same with A Fine Boy for Killing. People said that it
would encourage kids to be violent But if we had an education
system which promoted reading as a vital way of using leisure time
then the kids who are smashing in shop windows in Brixton would be
reading instead. That's where my job is relevant— publishing books
which have something to say and working to get more kids to read
them.
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'But at the same time I think I've got to resist the pressures which are
very strong not to publish good "middle class" books. If a book is
good and I think some kids will get something out of it then I think I
should publish it.'

) A dearth of fiction

In this connection Pam Royds is worried about the 'dearth of good
fiction for older kids'. She feels that the picture book market is flooded,
and that 'kids who have so many picture books don't need them as
much as a 12-year-old who's about to drop out of reading altogether
needs a good contemporary novel which will keep him reading.' She
feels her list is 'over-balanced' towards the picture book at the moment
'because that's what I can sell.' Tony Lacey, however, still believes
that the picture book is vital. His interest in picture books — and
therefore the new enlarged format for Puffin picture books — grew out of
personal experience, reading them to his own two small children.
So far we've been talking to five people whose instinctive commitment is
to 'good' fiction. But what about books of information and activities,
joke books, crosswords, codes, riddles? What about Enid Blyton,
Willard Price, The Hardy Boys and all those pony books? They are a
large part of children's book publishing and they sell. For Tony Lacey
the success of titles like The Crack-a-Joke Book and The End
means that he can keep Rosemary Sutcliffin print. Her books don't sell
in great quantity but it's important to him to keep her on the Puffin list.

> Looking for something new

Almost exactly the same comment is made by Liz Roy, editor of Knight
books. 'The sales per year of our Rosemary Sutcliff titles would be
difficult to justify to an accountant; but it's important to keep good
writers in print' The Knight list is deliberately wide ranging: Elizabeth
Goudge, Barbara Willard, Rosemary Sutcliff, Enid Blyton, Willard
Price, Pony series, 'serious' non-fiction, puzzle books, activity books —
including offerings from the ubiquitous Gyles Brandreth. 'It's too easy
to aim down market or up market Having an all round list means
that wholesalers look at everything we do. The fact that we publish
Enid Blyton gives us an entree into a massive group.'

Big sales for quick-turnover, impulse-buy activity books ('You're
always on the look-out for something new, something different to
make yours stand out from the rest They are all so similar.') and
popular fiction mean that Liz Roy can wait a little longer for a return on
her investment in more slow-moving titles. 'But I don't take on a title
that won't stand the test of time. Our titles go out of print and then go
back in again. We can no longer afford something that's only going
to have one edition.'

That doesn't mean that she won't take a risk on newish writers. 'If
there's someone I think is an investment for the future (Chris
Fowling for instance) I'll take him on. It takes a while to establish a
new name; we won't make much, if anything, on the first printing.
But if your gut reaction tells you you're reading an exceptional
writer you go ahead.'

But Liz Roy would defend publishing Willard Price and Enid Blyton on
more than economic grounds. 'If a child is to be able to finish a whole
book it gives him enormous confidence to go on reading'. As well as
that, 'children need different things at different times, like adults.'
She quotes Geoffrey Trease's definition of'children who are not very
well, not very bright or not very happy' as those who need easy escapist
fiction. What wouldn't she publish? 'I think books for under-tens
should be optimistic. Older readers can take a more ambiguous view
of life but I wouldn't want to publish anything full of tawdry petty
pessimism, nor something that took a totally negative view of roles,
whether sexual or racial.' (She defended The Famous Five — 'there
are a lot of little girls like Ann, and George is a tomboy' — and made
no comment about Willard Price.)

(All things to all people

Liz Roy's slightly protective attitude towards child readers is repeated,
but much more strongly, by Lynne Bradbury, one of the three editors at
Ladybird who are responsible for over 500 titles. 'Because we cater for
such a huge market we need to be all things to all people. Some
people buy our books without opening them. They see Ladybirds as
good value and they trust us. So it's important that there's nothing
harmful or offensive in our books.'

They are very aware that Ladybirds are often bought by people who
wouldn't normally buy books and there's a sense that they feel a need to
educate parents of young children. 'In the revised illustrations for the
Key Words reading scheme we never show the children by water
without an adult or a life jacket "Sweets" is one of the Key Words
but we tried to play it down because of what dentists and dieticians
say.' For the same worthy reason they do 'prestigious' books on Road
Sense, Home Safety, First Aid which 'take a long time to pay for
themselves'.

That phrase at Ladybird hasn't quite the same meaning as it has for other
publishing houses. A first print run for Ladybird is a vast 60,000 copies,
minimum. 'And we're not taking a risk.' Lynne was a bit coy about
sales figures but said at the top selling younger end of the list titles were
'well into six figures'. Standard price and standard format simplify
some editorial decisions. Other issues like the move to large format and
how to keep a balanced list are discussed by everyone within the firm.

'We're very democratic here. But we're not trend-setters. We're an
old family firm and we wouldn't want to damage the image.'

) Breaking cosy images

Busy smashing images and creating new ones is Jill Mackay at Piccolo
who thinks that the world of children's books has been too tight and too
cosy for too long. She wants to lift the lid on it. 'I'm into unit sales and
making money, but I try to have a product that kids rather than
adults will buy. I spend a lot of time with kids, I have contacts at TV
companies, record companies, radio stations so that I know who's
getting the most fan mail. They're the people to get to do a book.
Hence books by John Craven and Paul Daniels.' She too talks about
'establishing brand loyalty to Piccolo books', but she's mostly into
originating her own material. 'It's all about realising you're a publisher
24 hours a day. I even picked up an author on holiday last year — a
Scandinavian bloke who's an expert on Viking folklore, so I got him
to do a book on Vikings.'

She's also had her share of'problem' books, but in a sense that's what
she's most interested in doing. It's why she published Judy Blume and
why she did a book about menstruation, Have You Started Yet? 'I had
kids writing to me saying that they'd kissed a boy and started
bleeding and they were thinking about committing suicide. Kids like
that really need those books. They're necessary and important, and it
doesn't matter how much flak you get about them. That's why I do
the research — it means the books are exactly what the kids want and
written in a way they'll understand.

'I'm not interested in Rosemary Sutcliff or Geoffrey Trease. My aim
in life is to make sure kids are educated about the important things,
but I want them to be entertained too. I want kids to feel reading is as
natural as breathing, not middle class one-upmanship. I also
assume that kids are their own best censors. A kid picks a book up,
looks at its blurb, cover, price and reads the first 15 lines. Then he'll
either say it's for me or it isn't Kids aren't as susceptible as adults to
hyping. They know what they want'

Jill Mackay like Pam Royds thinks that unemployment is here to stay
and that reading is vital in helping kids — and adults — cope with it.
' Seeing a kid with a book means there's hope — any book. But there's
hope even if he's only reading a comic. We have to get away from the
clone-like element in kids' publishing, the inward looking attitude
that says kids' books are sacrosanct. They're not They're in the real
world, like the rest of us.'

(Individual people

So there they are. The editors, making their contribution to who decides
what children read. They have much in common and important things
about which they differ. In the end what gets published on any list comes
down to the people who are actually doing it, and depends on their
individual tastes, ambitions, skills, flair and philosophies. But making
decisions about what to publish is only the first step. Then comes helping
and advising writers and artists, reading proofs, deciding on what size
type to use, how many pages and most important how many copies and
what price, commissioning illustrations, covers, seeing books through
the printers, coping with irate (or blissful) writers and readers. All in the
end directed towards selling books and making a profit so they can stay in
business. •

Later in this series we'll see what people who
inhabit other islands think of the editors and
how they do their jobs.

For a book, getting published is only the first
step. Telling the world it exists and can be
bought comes next. That's the job of another
group of people who live on Publisher's
Island — those in Marketing and Publicity.

What they do and the decisions they make or
carry out play a large part in deciding what
children read. To find out how it works (or
doesn't) read the next article in our World of
Children's Books series
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New Picture-books from Oxford
The Highwayman
Alfred Noye's classic poem superbly illustrated in
black and white by Charles Keeping.
32 pages
Jtme l l th 0 19 279748 4 £4.50

The Happy Prince
A magnificent new version of Oscar Wilde's
well-known and much loved poem.

40 pages
May 1981 0 19 279750 6 £4.50

Marie-Helene Manhes
32 pages
July 0 19 279754 9 £3.95

Dracula's Bedtime
Storybook
Stories to keep you awake at night.
32 pages
September 0 19 279762 X £3.95

. . . . not forgetting

Dractila:
Everything you always
wanted to know but
were too afraid to ask
Victor Ambrus

Now in paperback!
32 pages
August/September 0 19 272121 6
£2.50 laminated soft-cover

Oxford Books for Children
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REVIEWS
PAPERBACKS Reviews of paperback fiction are grouped for convenience

under teaching range. Books and children being varied and
adaptable, we suggest you look either side of your area. More
detailed recommendation for use can be found within the

Nursery/Infant
,......,.,«,,.

/^
K

.INGF1SHES,

Peacock, Anteater, Bat,

Illustration by the Provensens from A Peaceable Kingdom

A Peaceable Kingdom
111. Alice and Martin
Provens en, Picture
Puffin, 0 14 050.370 6,
£1.25
The last few remaining
Shakers (an American Sect)
may well have died out by
now: the afterword to this
book reports that 'by 1976
there were only several elderly
female members left,' but we
do have this entertaining
Shaker Abecedarius which the
Provensens have illustrated
with a series of pictures that,
as well as showing the
animals, illuminate the Shaker
way of life.
A very diverse selection of
animals, some real, some
fabulous, have been chosen to
represent the letters of the
alphabet, each being followed
by three other random animals
to form a series of strongly
rhythmic, rhyming couplets:
'Alligator, Beetle, Porcupine,
Whale: Bobolink, Panther,
Dragonfly, Snail'; 'Unicorn,
Ostrich, Nautilus, Mole: Viper,
Gorilla, Basilisk, Sole'. An
oddity yes, but surely one
which will help satisfy
children's delight in unusual
words and rhyme; and my
guess is that it is likely to
prove highly memorable after
one or two hearings. JB

Alex's Bed
Mary Dickinson, ill.
Charlotte Firmin, Hippo,
059070071 5, 90p
Alex's mum has the perfect
solution to her small son's lack
of space, and hence chaotic
room — an elevated bed — or
so she thinks. But ingenious
though she is, it is Alex who

Alex's Bed

Today was a Terrible
Day
Patricia Reilly Giff, ill.
Susanna Natti, Hippo,
0 590 70061 8, 80p
Whilst I hope that the
classroom practices of an
American elementary school
— 'My group had to do a
workbook page'; 'Miss Tyler
called the Rockets to the
reading circle . . . Rosemary
read the first sentence. And
Tom read the next one. They
didn't make any mistakes
today.' — will not be familiar,
1 am sure all children will
recognise Ronald's day in
which disaster follows disaster.
Fortunately though, his teacher
finally provides the means to
boost his flagging ego. JB

wins the day: he is 'one little
problem she never could
solve'. Cheery, detailed pictures
underline the gentle comedy of
the tale. ' JB

One Dragon's
Dream
Peter Pavey, Picture
Puffin, 0 14 050.359 5,
£1.00
More of a nightmare really —
2 turkeys tease him, 4 frogs
seize him, 6 storks sentence
him . . . Certainly not a first
counting book; each page is
crammed with fascinating
items and details: the artist is
an Australian whose style is
somewhat similar to that of
John Vernon Lord. Fun for
individual browsers and an
opportunity for a rewarding
exploration and discussion
between two children. JB

Peter Gets Angry
Maryann Macdonald, ill.
Ruth Bartlett, Dinosaur,
0 85122 262 5, 70p
A faction, present tense, non-
story vehicle for the author to
explain a basic emotion. This
whole approach is one about
which I have serious doubts
and my response to this par-
ticular book was: give me the
Wild Things any day. JB

A Baby in the
Family
Althea, ill. Ljiljana
Rylands, Dinosaur,
0 85122283 8, 70p
This account of human
reproduction in the context of
warm family relationships, is a
second edition of an early
Dinosaur which continues to
help fill a need for such books
that many parents express. JB

ft--

Drawing by Susanna Natti
from Today was a Terrible Day

A Fly Went by
Mike McClintock, ill.
Fritz Siebel,
000 171305 1
The Bear Detectives
Stan and Jan Berenstain,
0001713159
The Best Nest
P. D. Eastman,
000 1713140
Bears in the Night
Stan and Jan Berenstain,
000 171271 3

There's a Wocket in
my Pocket!
Dr Seuss,
000 171272 1
Mr Brown Can Moo!
Can You?
Dr Seuss,
000 171275 6
Collins Beginner Books,
£1.25 each
£7.50 worth of pure gold so
far as learner readers are con-
cerned. The first relates in
suitably breathless, cumulative
rhyme, a frantic dash by a
succession of animals: the
cause? — 'just a sheep, With
an old tin can!' There's
another chase, also related in
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rhyme, in the second story:
this time it's The Bear
Detectives, plus Papa Bear
and Snuff, in hot pursuit of a
pumpkin thief. No rhyming in
The Best Nest but it's great
fun all the same. Broody Mrs
Bird wants to move house but,
after a series of misadventures,
finally comes round to the idea
that there's no place like home.

The second trio — Beginning
Beginners — have 32 as
opposed to 64 pages. Bears in
the Night, one of the all-time
favourites in the series and
until recently also a Picture
Lion, tells of the nocturnal
doings of seven small
adventurers. The two Seuss's
are utter nonsense of the
rhyming variety; Mr Brown,

Infant/Junior
Pigwig
John Dyke, Magnet,
0 416 20980 7, 95p
Unrequited love, pig style in
this beguiling picture book.
Exotic hats fail to impress; it
is not until Pigwig becomes a
hero that hard-hearted Matilda
says 'yes' to his proposal: but
then she loved him all along.
A book that appeals even
beyond the infant/junior age
range. JB

The Magic Apple
Rayner Sussex, ill. David
Higham, Magnet,
0416210406, 95p
An unscrupulous mayor
procures Mrs Potter's
wonderful apple for his own
selfish purposes, but his greed
rebounds, and justice is done
— in more ways than one. The
comic details of David
Higham's illustrations for
which he has used slightly
muted tones, will draw
potential readers but they will
not be helped by the lack of
cohesion in the style of writing.

JB

Tiddalick, the Frog
Who Caused a Flood
Robert Roennfeldt,
Picture Puffin Original,
0 14 050.349 8, 80p
The Aboriginal legend: thirsty
frog drinks land dry and swells;
animals, anxious for their own
well-being, try various means
to make Tiddalick laugh; eel
eventually succeeds and hey
presto! — out gushes all the
water. Hilarious pictures.
Great fun both to read aloud
and for individual readers. JB

Little Red Riding
Hood
Tony Ross, Picture
Puffin, 0 14050.3145,
95p
Tony Ross's version will be
eagerly devoured by many who

may well feel that they have
outgrown the original tale; they
will relish such embellishments
as: 'The little girl wore her
new cape whenever she went
out on her bike . . . Soon the
little girl became known as
Little Red Riding Hood.' JB

Custard and
Company
Ogden Nash, ill.
Quentin Blake, Puffin,
0 1403.11866, 95p
Most children meet Custard
and Isobel who turn up in
many anthologies, but Quentin
Blake's selection of Ogden
Nash's poetry is a marvellous
opportunity to get to know
more of his work; and who
better to illustrate it? A superb
combination of verbal and
visual wit for all ages. JB

No School Today!
Franz Brandenburg, ill.
Aliki, Hippo,
059072061 9, 75p
A witty and engaging picture
book telling the story of two
children who arrive early for
school and think that it is
cancelled! Aliki's illustrations
are beautiful: there's so much
detail evoking a bustling early
morning in a busy city. The
shops, buildings and streets
overflow with life. Five-to-
sevens will appreciate the
gentle narrative style and the
joke at the centre of the book.

I " CM

Fred's Dream
0006619304
The Great Marathon
Football Match
000661931 2
Janet and Allan Ahlberg,
Picture Lions, 90p each.

with its open invitation to try
all those Pops, Klopps,
Dibbles and Dops, is sure to
be especially popular. JB

Can you Moo?
Althea, ill. Ljiljana
Rylands, Dinosaur,
0 85122298 6, 70p
Learning of a rather different

It's good to have these racy,
knockabout Brick Street Boys
books in 'shinyback'. The
Ahlberg's fast-moving
narrative comes as close to the
talk of contemporary seven-
ups as anyone's and the
pictures are tremendous. I
think that they've done more
than any other writers/artists
for this age group in showing
that techniques from the TV
screen and the Beano can be
combined with the power of a
good storyteller.

Fred's Dream is a good
starting point for the
unconverted. We meet the
main characters and the
teachers (so true to life with
just the right degree of
harassment and idealism!). A
storytelling session at the end
of the day ('And so the brave
knight rode off to find the
secret castle') sends Fred off
into a dream involving a
besieged castle, adventures in
night kitchens (a seven-year-
old told me that the whole
dream is set in storyland!) and
a surrealistic finale at
Wembley Stadium. How do
you feel about the stereotyped
Eskimos and marauding Red
Indians?

The Great Marathon
Football Match has the boys
on vivid escapades to raise
money for their teams' kit.

Again, there's more life, vigour
and literate fun than in a shelf
full of reading schemes. How
do you feel about the sex-
stereotyping? Of this I'm sure:
the books are unmissable and I
can take you to nine-year-olds
who've found out what reading
is about through them! CM

The String Family
Patricia Cleveland-Peck,
ill. Jacqueline Sinclair,
Piccolo, 0 33026414 1,
90p
An enjoyable first book which

kind is offered by Althea's
straightforward approach: 'Can
you grunt like the pig/snuffling
in her sty?' and Ljiljana
Ryland's naturalistic pictures.
Both wild and domestic animals
are to be found in what is
likely to be a winner with the
very young, and a useful book
for beginner readers. Lots of
opportunities for noise making.

JB

I strongly recommend for five-
to-nines. There are traces of
The Borrowers and of Lucy
Boston's 'Green Knowe'
stories in this delightful tale
about a family of string people
befriended by a lonely child on
holiday. They've names like
Hemp, Flax, Twine and
Skeine and they have some
endearing acquaintances like
the Binder-Twines and the
Embroidery-Silks!

What impressed was the
unobtrusive style and the sure
touch of a storyteller. Wit and
imagination transcend what
could be a formula-story: there
is no hint of twee-ness — 'A
string never breaks on duty.
Good luck to you all. May
your knots hold fast.' Chapters
are just right for storytelling
sessions, and the last page, in
which the heroine's Aunt
recalls her own childhood play
is a lovely touch of
imagination. Try it: children
love stories about little people
who have power over adults.
A superb cover from Barbara
Siedlecka. CM

Wildcat Wendy and
the Peekaboo Kid
Nancy Chambers, ill.
James Hodgson,
Fontana Lions,
000671928 7, 85p
A welcome issue in paperback
of the one about the intrepid
girl with an important message
to deliver. There's strong,
immediate characterisation
(meet the Peekaboo Kid and
Headlock Henry!), a cohesive
storyline and some pacy
humour. The songs, letters and
jokes within the story show the
touch of a writer who knows
the kind of thing a book for
this age group can be. The
pictures are a joy and James
Hodgson's cover says it all! I
always seem to be saying this
but this series 'for younger
readers' deserves an award for
high quality editing and
presentation (catch the
backlists with Ahlbergs,
Dumas, Greenwood, Jarrell,
Storr, Swindells, et al). CM
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Junior/Middle
The Mouse that
Roared, and other
Animal Fables
Ray Jones, ill. Shirley
Felts, Piccolo,
0 330 26383 8, 90p
Interesting first collection from
a new writer. Twenty fables,
all of which read well aloud
and some of which got two
separate groups of seven and
eleven-year-olds talking. The
collection is variable in quality
— as most collections are.
Some of the morals were
forced (as in 'Goat and
Leopard') whereas they should
emerge from the tales. I was
conscious in some of adult
sophistication wrapped up in
anthropomorphism and I don't
know what those who hunt for
such things would make of the
message of Jenny Wren ('don't
nag your husband and be too
vain or he'll run to another
nest.'). But I liked the 'Blue
Snails' (diversity and pluralism
is strength) and 'The Kite' a
lot.
Read one or two aloud and get
the children talking, but for

richer models see Ted Hughes
'How the Whale Became' or
Aesop or (paperback
publishers please note) Arnold
Lobel's new 'Fables'. Reading
the latter at the same time as
Ray Jones' brought home to
me how important it is to let
the non-conformists and the
adventurers have their day in
fables: even 'The Mouse that
Roared' gets sadly deflated!

CM

The Witch of
Monopoly Manor
Margaret Stuart Barry,
ill. Linda Birch, Fontana
Lions, 000 671788 8,
90p
A welcome return of the
characters from Simon and
the Witch and The Return of
the Witch. In this one, the
zany old crone buys an old
Manor House and decides to
turn it into a Safari Park. The
characters are superb and the
fun of these stories lies in the
explosion of pretentiousness
(characters with names like
Lady Fox-Custard are ripe for
that!) and in reality being

stood on its head (an old lady
who skateboards and really
dislikes young children who
get in the way of all the fun!).
Great stuff: Margaret Stuart
Barry is a mistress of the
throwaway line and the gallery
of supporting characters just
gets better (Winnie from
Wapping and Hattie the Howl
are my favourites). Try
reading it aloud with 7 to 11 's:
they'll be hooked. CM

The Adventures of
Odd and Elsewhere
0 416 24290 1

The Secret of the
Seven Bright Shiners
0 416 24300 2
James Roose-Evans, ill.
Brian Robb, Magnet,
85p each
It's nearly ten years since I
first read 'Odd and Elsewhere'
to an enthralled class of nine
and ten-year-olds. Odd is a
bear and Elsewhere a
superannuated circus clown.
They live in Fenton House in
Hampstead with Hallelujah
Jones and his daughter

Collander Moll. In The
Adventures . . . there is fast-
moving fun as the pair become
involved in a whirlwind trip
around London (including
some busking and high jinks at
the Royal Dolls' Hospital).
There's action, glorious humour
and the quirky eccentricity
that's the hallmark of so much
of the best writing for this age
group. Do try it: it reads aloud
perfectly and Brian Robb's line
drawings and splendid cover
are an object lesson in 'how to
complement a rattling good
story'.

In The Secret. . . there is a
richer, more diverse plot.
Characters from the first are
extended and the two become
involved tracking down a gang
of thieves. The canvas is vast,
kaleidoscopic, but never
becomes obscure: the action
ranges from Fenton House to
a circus to a Welsh village and
the hilarious climax is set
against a televised opera
production. There are five
more 'Odd and Elsewhere'
stories: I hope they're in
paperback before too long. CM

Middle/Secondary
Gowie Corby Plays
Chicken
Gene Kemp, Puffin,
0 1403.13222, 90p
Cricklepit Combined School a
few months on from T. Tiler's
demolition job. Technique
much as before; classroom life
told episodically in junior
school argot (with occasionally
Runyonese syntax) by bad boy
Gowie Corby — has it rough
at home, horror films' no. 1
fan, scourge of fat Heather and
poufy Jonathan Johns. But
when black, American Rosie
Lee moves in next door, the
rogue is redeemed. More or
less. I enjoyed it better second
time around — kids will like
all the slapstick fun — but
Rosie remains insubstantial
and unconvincing, a notable
weakness even though one
only expects a comfortable
view of reality from Gene
Kemp. SB

Albeson and the
Germans
Jan Needle, Lions,
000 671900 7, 95p
Fascinating contrast with
Gowie Corby. My experience
suggests Albeson is more
typical of 'deprived homes'
than Gowie, though I'd like to
believe otherwise. Surrounded
by childhood myths, dramatic
exaggerations and lies, it's not
surprising that less-than-bright
Albeson swallowed his war-
crippled Grandad's stories

TheGr
Gilly Hopkins

about Germans and gets led
into big trouble by older friends
when he hears that Hans and
Erica are joining his class. Just
as a very enjoyable, short,
fast-moving, contemporary
adventure, it's one every
teacher should read to
maximize distribution in school
but the unblinkered will learn
lots about kids, too. A likely
winner for 10-13s. SB

The Great Gilly
Hopkins
Katherine Paterson,
Puffin, 0 1403.13028,
95p
'A class-reader with a female
central figure' is a frequent
request. Well, if Puffin won't

reissue Prudence Andrew's
Una and Grubstreet, try this.
It's a weepy but a degree of
toughness and lots of humour
balance the sentiment. Gilly
(11) unfortunately became
attached to foster parents who
then rejected her. Now she
torments all substitutes — why
not? her real mother will collect
her soon — and, for good
measure, drives teachers to
distraction. But just as she
starts loving huge Maime
Trotter, hypernervous little
W.E. and blind, black Mr
Randolph, her machinations
backfire. Must come very high
on your reading list. SB

Grange Hill for Sale
Robert Leeson, Lions,
000671813 2, 85p
No agonizing over ordering
this but, early on, it doesn't
match its predecessors. The
school closure theme is slow
developing and, initially, leads
to peculiar staffroom
conversations. An extended
time-span makes difficulties in
keeping the picture focussed
and character-proliferation
creates loose ends and
implausible sub-plots.
Disappointing, too, that
Leeson equates 'exams' with
'O/A' levels and gives the two
black kids roles which link
them exclusively with sport.
Some of the dialogue gets so
trendy it's hard to follow and I
wondered at Tucker and Trisha
apparently joining the Sixth —
but kids will probably object
most to the two blank years
between 'Goes Wild' and 'For
Sale'! SB

Blubber
Judy Blume, Piccolo,
0 330 26329 3, 95P

Tubby and unpopular Linda
gives a talk'on whales and
thereafter earns the name of
'Blubber' from her fickle and
bullying classmates, including
the storyteller Jill. However,
the roles are reversed when Jill
finds herself the butt of
classroom animosity.

As a study of children's
mutual cruelty and rapidly
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shifting loyalties this is a
worthwhile book which
commends itself to upper
juniors/lower secondary despite
the americanisms. Without
doubt Ms Blume's appeal must
partly lie in her uncanny knack
for revealing the realities of the
pain of growing up. DB

Kings, Ghosts and
Highwaymen
Josephine Poole,
Carousel,
055253137 X, 95p
Once I'd passed the barrier of
the mediocre cover and the
bland title (it was originally
'When Fishes Flew'), I
enjoyed this book despite its
flaws, but then I am a West
Countryman in exile. This is a
collection of Somerset myth,
legend and folklore as related
by the friends and relatives of
a city family who have
inherited Pippenhay House
near Taunton.

The repetitive formula of
introducing a new character
who will just happen to have
the time and knowledge to
yarn about fairies, witches,
King Alfred or whatever, does
wear a bit thin, and when an
old country woman is credited
with '"Who were you calling?"
one of them demanded
breathlessly losing his syntax
and one of his stirrups in the
excitement', then credibility in
the character does wane a
fraction.

The hybrid story/collection
nature of this book does not
make dipping into it easy, but
I am sure it would serialise
well, especially in the West
Country! DB

The Day the Sea
R9lled Back
Mickey Spillane,
Magnet, 0 416 21220 4,
95p
Larry and Josh are involved
with the former's father, who
is seeking a treasure-laden ship
which languishes beneath the
Caribbean and only he,
Vincent Damar, knows of its
existence and approximate
whereabouts. One night the
sea rolled back — 'No scientist
saw it, no sophisticated
machines recorded it, no great
populated areas were affected
by it' and so our boy-heroes
were able to find the said
treasure just at a time when
Vincent's boat had been sunk
by the ruthless Jimson brothers
and he was near ruined.
Exciting events are described
in a strangely muted way
which gives the book a sort of
monochrome quality. One
feels that the author is writing
down and scaling down for a
younger audience, whilst in
fact the whole theme and idea
could stand being treated in a
far more flamboyant way. DB

The Cartoonist
Betsy Byars, Puffin,
0 1403.11823, 90p
1 always feel that Betsy Byars'
books are about individuals
and The Cartoonist is no
exception. Alfie's preoccupation
is drawing cartoons. His studio
is the attic of his already
crowded, noisy house. When
even this sanctuary is
threatened and he is being
ousted to make way for his
older brother and wife, then
Alfie is forced to take drastic

action to retain his hold on his
privacy and the expression of
his individuality through his
drawing.

The cartoons stick in the mind
like The Emergencies, and the
family and neighbours are
memorably boisterous, but
Byars' fans might find this
more low-key than usual.
However, it is certainly worth
a place on library shelves.

DB

Biggies and the
Menace from Space
0340253738
Biggies and the Tiger
0 340 23488 1
Bjorn Karlstrom,
Hodder & Stoughton,
£1.25 each
'Thundering Chopsticks! —
I've had an idea'; 'Gasp, Pant!
— Hope they haven't loused
up the Car!' Aficianados tell
me that Captain Johns'
characters have been changed
very little in these new stories
presented in cartoon format a
la Tintin. The cliches, the
improbabilities, the stereotypes
they're all here in abundance.
There is nothing very novel
about these books yet
somehow that doesn't matter;
the spirit of the thing is
escapism with selfless
goodness and patriotism
overcoming the relentless
march of evil — a precept not
to be sniffed at — By Jove! I
shall include a few copies to
encourage bookshop browsing.

DB

The Hero of
Hamblett
Sal Murdocca,
Macmillan,
0 333 31997 4, £1.95
On page one, when Swinelda,
an uncommonly beautiful
witch by her own admission
(shades of Miss Piggy), orders
our hero Hamm to 'Hold it
right there, Porkchops!' the
scene is set and the tone
ordered for this delightful tale
of knightly valour and just
deserts. Giants, witches,
wizards, dragons, beautiful
princesses, castles and kings
abound as peasant pig Hamm
struggles against all odds to
become a knight. The strip-
cartoon layout, the porcine
characters and large format
will probably lead this into the
junior school, but it deserves a
place on secondary shelves if
only for its rather astute
humour. DB

Older Readers
Devil on the Road
Robert Westall, Puffin
Plus, 0 1403.1358 3,
£1.15
There've been odd criticisms
of Westall lately, missing the
point that his importance isn't
in his work's implicit messages
but in his ability to tell
powerful stories with few
unnecessary or distracting frills.
It's a rare enough gift, God
knows; ignoring it seems
almost perverse. Which isn't
to say that his books couldn't
profitably be pared down to a
more generally manageable
length . . . This one's a time-
slip fantasy; a London
university student motorbikes
into Suffolk by chance (?) and
gets involved in Matthew
Hopkins' witch trials. 200+
pages demands experienced
readers but Watch House/
Wind Eye fans should gulp it
down. ' " SB

Killing Mr Griffin
Lois Duncan, Hippo,
0 590 70070 7, 95p
Mr Griffin is an English
teacher so schools shouldn't

have to struggle to make this
move. His death is accidental,
the result of a kidnapping by
vengeful pupils who think he
delights in giving 'fail' grades.

The contrasting cast-list makes
it much less heavy than Nigel
Hinton's Puffin Collision
Course and allows some
clever effects with shifting
point-of-view and in
developing 'rounded' characters
from a stereotypical base.
(Only Mark the psychopath
fails to come off.) It's very
long but, like most U.S. novels,
an easy-flowing read. An
impressive book with just a
few minor flaws. SB

Tex
S.E. Hinton, Lions,
000671763 2, £1.00
More writers like Susan
Hinton and we'd stop worrying
about how to keep teenagers
reading. For all the trouble he
finds, in school and out, Tex
remains easy-going and
carefree — unlike big brother
Mason who's worried himself
into an ulcer acting as man-of-
the-house while Pop disappears
for months. But one row blows

the top off Tex's world and he
comes nearer than ever to
getting himself killed before he
learns to cope. All the usual
Hinton trademarks but the first
person narration is much less
gauche than before. Like her
first three books, this just can't
fail. SB

A Star for the
Latecomer
Bonnie and Paul Zindel,
Lions, 000671787 X,
£1.00
16-year-old Brooke Hillary, an
aspiring dancer, is being
pushed on by her mother. Mrs
Hillary, however, has cancer
and the book covers her last
few months of longing to see
Brooke start forward to
stardom. Mr Z's solos are also
obsessed with death and
parents warping kids' lives but
this is less quirky, jokeless. It's
not great but there's a clear
market for it in schools.
Schmaltzy, indifferently
written, needs editing — yet
the hardest part of reading it is
turning to page one and the
subject matter is the kind that
always pulls them. Get some
in. SB
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Learning to Read with
Picture Books
'What do we need to look for when choosing books for this approach?' A question
asked by many readers enthusiastic about getting children reading with 'real' books but
wanting some help in getting started.
Jill Bennett offers some guidance with examples from recent publications.

Children begin to develop literary competence long before the question
of literacy looms on the horizon: from their first encounters with nursery
rhymes and stories, they are starting to develop a tacit understanding of
how stories work, and this is something we must not lose sight of in our
endeavours to help them to learn to read. Just watch a young child
'reading' a favourite picture book to him or herself, recounting the main
events or maybe following the activities of the main character through
each picture as she/he turns the pages.

Books to look out for first of all are those which draw on and extend this
ability. These are the ones to use in helping children learn to read
themselves. Nursery rhymes and traditional tales in picture book format
are especially appropriate. Tomie de Paola's The Comic Adventures of
Old Mother Hubbard and Her Dog is a delightful rendition of a rhyme
that many children will know. This offers great support as readers
gradually fit the familiar words to those on the page. This is not the same
as rote recall, though memory does play a part: what is already in the
reader's head has to be brought to the printed words. And in the very
beginning, if it is no more than memorisation of loved words, no matter:
the child is behaving like a reader and gaining satisfaction and
confidence by so doing. This particular version, as well as the main
rhyme, has numerous others contained within the illustrations —
children love identifying these — and it encourages them to 'read the
pictures' carefully.
Bringing the Rain to Kapiti Plain by Verna Aardema with pictures by
Beatriz Vidal also has the strong rhymes and rhythms so important for
developing readers: 'This is the grass,/all brown and dead/That needed
the rain/from the cloud overhead —/The big, black cloud/all heavy with
rain/That shadowed the ground/on Kapiti Plain.' But this book uses a
familiar pattern to introduce a different, African, story so we move from
the known to the new; such narratives are really a chain of events,
paralleling the development of children's own storytelling.

Also drawing on and extending children's own storytelling ability are
wordless picture books. The simplest of these can also be used to help
children come to know about book conventions such as left to right
directional sequencing. Not all wordless books are necessarily ap-
propriate for beginners. Jan Ormerod's Sunshine is; it relates, in strip
format, the domestic details of the early morning activities of a small girl
and her parents.
Anticipation and prediction are essential for successful reading, and
stories with patterned language structures help their development.
Where Does the Sun Go at Night? by Mirra Ginsburg, illustrated by
Jose Aruego and Ariane Dewey, is a good example of this sort of book.
Based on an Armenian folksong, it works on a question and answer
format: 'Where does the sun go at night? To his grandma's house. Where
does he sleep? In his grandma's bed. Who is his grandma?'. With its
single line of text per page, in large print, this is an ideal one for the
beginning stage.
So too is Ready, Steady, Go! by Shigeo Watanabe and Yasuo Ohtomo,
about a small bear's athletic endeavours. Here it is the pictures which act
as context cues for the concise text. This is exactly the sort of book with
which very young children teach themselves to read.

Design is important in books for learner readers; besides aesthetic
considerations, aspects of format such as placing of text in relation to
pictures, size of print, the amount of leading, length of reading lines and
line breaks can work positively to help those in the early stages. Let me
stress however, that these must not be the overriding considerations: a
strong story is THE most important criteripn: children seem able to
overcome potential obstacles if the story is one they are really
determined to read.

Increasingly more picture books are, happily, combining all the elements
one would ask for on behalf of children learning to read. Susanna Gretz's
Teddybears Moving Day is such a one. The colourful pictures are full of
lovely, humorous touches; the large, clear, well-spaced, well-leaded text
is helpfully phrased; there is bubble talk and other words besides the
main narrative; but above all, the story is such that it engages and holds
the reader's attention throughout.
Fin M'Coulby Tomie de Paola, the traditional Irish tale of a giant with a
clever wife, is another. And the activities within the pictures, of a number
of tiny beings — animal and faery — can introduce to the child reader
the notion of a sub-plot.

Learner involvement is very important at all stages of reading develop-
ment and those books which positively encourage this are a great boon.

Eric Hill's Where's Spot? with its opening question, and the clever use
of flaps, doors and lids to open, ensures immediate involvement; and
moreover, this device is not mere gimmickry as is the case with many
pop-up type books; the movable parts are an integral part of the narrative
sequence.
This is also the case with Jan Pierikowski's Dinner Time whose
marvellous, gaping-mouthed animals snap at each turn of the page. Its
two basic language structures are highly predictable as indeed is the page
layout itself. All in all this one offers maximum incentive to the learner.

From There's a Wocket in my Pocket by Dr Seuss

He i>an go
iikt> a cork . . . m\m Dr Seuss's Mr Brown can Moo! Can You?

Something that seems to bother people about this approach to reading is
that the focus on meaning, rather than on the absolute accuracy of the
surface language, can lead to carelessness and misunderstandings. What
we need to encourage is flexibility in our children's reading. Seuss, I
think, can help. Rhyming nonsense such as that in There's a Wocket in
My Pocket focuses the reader's attention on the words themselves;
whilst the 'dibbles', 'dopps' and 'eeks' in Mr Brown Can Moo, Can
You?, another Beginner Book, present a variety of letter/sound corres-
pondences in a hilarious context.

Alphabet books can help towards an understanding of sound/symbol
relationships: the better ones also contribute towards children's imagin-
ative development. Arnold and Anita Lobel's On Market Street does
just that: a small boy goes shopping, and every letter represents an item
on his list of purchases; in each case a figure is made up entirely of the
relevant articles. This book's appeal is likely to last long after a child has
learnt his ABC or come to know the potential role of initial sounds in
words.
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Through contact with books like these children gradually become skilled
and confident enough to tackle longer stories. At this stage books with
several stories, or chapters, and less emphasis on illustrations, help build
up stamina. World's Work I Can Reads, with the king of kings Arnold
Lobel and his 'Frog and Toad' and 'Mouse' stories heading the list, have
long reigned supreme. Other publishers are now joining the field and
Bodley Head have Lobel as illustrator of one of the titles in the new
Bodley Beginners series. (What a pity the series name is so prominently
displayed on the cover. Who wants to be labelled 'Beginner'?) So far
there are four titles available, all with plenty of pictures and an
unforbiddingly presented text.

Tales of Oliver Pig by Jean van Leeuwen, which has the Lobel pictures,
contains five short stories~full of charming domestic detail: '"Grand-
mother likes to read in bed," said Mother.. . Oliver got his monster book
and his elephant. "Grandmother can read my monster book," he said.
"And she can hug my elephant when she goes to sleep.'"
Increasingly longer stories build on this stamina and at this stage
children are well on the way to becoming committed and responsive
readers, which is what we are all working towards. •

Double spread from Ready, Steady, Go! (Bodley Head)

The Comic Adventures of Old
Mother Hubbard and Her
Dog
Tomie de Paola, Methuen.
0416 21350 2,£3.95
Bringing the Rain to Kapiti
Plain
Verna Aardema, pictures by
Beatriz Vidal, Macmillan,
0 333 32009 3, £3.95
Sunshine
Jan Ormerod. Kestrel,
07226 5736 6. £3.95
Where Does the Sun Go at
Night?
Mirra Ginsburg, ill. Jose
Aruego and Ariane Dewey,
Julia MacRae. 0 86203 058 7.
£4.25
Ready, Steady, Go!
Shigeo Watanabe and Yasuo
Ohtomo, Bodley Head,
0 370 30406 3, £2.95
Teddybears Moving Day
Susanna Gretz, Benn,
0510 12402 X. £3.95

Fin M'Coul
Tomie de Paola. Andersen
Press, 0 862640 00 8, £3.95

Where's Spot?
Eric Hill, Heinemann,
043494288 X, £2.95
Dinner Time
Jan Pierikowski, Gallery Five,
095072 140 9, £2.95.
There's a Wocket in My
Pocket
(Dr Seuss), Collins Beginner
Books, 000 171272 1,£1.25
Mr Brown Can Moo, Can
You?
(Dr Seuss), Collins Beginner
Books, 000 171275 6, £1.25
On Market Street
Arnold and Anita Lobel, Benn,
0 51000118 1,£3.95
Tales of Oliver Pig
Jean van Leeuwen, ill. Arnold
Lobel, Bodley Head,
0 370 30409 8, £3.25
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Peter Dickinson was born
'within earshot of Victoria
Falls' in 1927, the son of a
colonial civil servant and a
South African farmer's
daughter. The landscape of his
early years was African and
very exotic — he remembers
baboons in the school
playground.
The family returned to England when he was
seven, and their situation changed
dramatically. 'My father died almost
immediately. My mother had to bring up
four children with very little money of her
own, but with rich relations in the
background. So we had a curious childhood,
with a good deal of pinching and scraping,
but with the atmosphere of affluence around.'

Not that this impoverishment had much
influence on the sort of education he had.
He was sent to prep school and then got a
scholarship to Eton ('the bottom scholarship
in the worst year on record, a record
previously held by my father!').

'I had an absolutely straightforward
education for somebody of my generation
and class, but it was to my mind a totally
useless one. Most of what I did was in

Classics but today I can't read Greek and
only comparatively simple Latin.'

The best thing about Eton was the fact that
there was plenty of room for freedom and a
real tolerance of eccentricity. 'It was much
more like a university, especially because
you had your own room from very early on.
I was there during the war as well, and
although it might seem odd to say, the war
was a marvellous-time to be a child —
restrictions for adults became freedoms for
children. Another good thing for me was that
there wasn't anything to spend money on, so
although I was a poor child at a rich child's
school, it didn't matter.'

Interestingly enough, he thinks that private
education is a very bad thing. 'It's divisive,
and I also think that it's bad for the state
sector because it creams off the sort of
parents who might put pressure on state
schools to improve, the sort of parents who
might even be able to put pressure on the
government. But I sent my children' (he's
got four) 'to public schools and I have got a
conscience about it. I went to Eton when
you could do so without having a conscience
about it. But now one's public and private
consciences are often at war with each
other.'
He thinks that public school was particularly
divisive in his case because it made sure he
had a 'very sheltered life'. The crunch came
when he was conscripted into the army as a

private soldier, just at the end of the war.
'The shock of going into a barrack room in
the army was almost total. But it was good
for me — it was a very widening experience.'
He says he had various 'wholly unworthy
and ludicrous adventures in the army, like
most conscripts'. One of these involved
falling off a telegraph pole and landing on
his head (he was in the Signals). The other
was — appropriately enough for a man who
was to write detective stories and thrillers —
a case of double identity.

'When I joined the army I was given two
identities by mistake, and I was finally
arrested by two very seasick military
policemen in Belfast for being a deserter —
my other identity should have been in a
camp on Salisbury Plain.' The resulting
tangle of red tape (and red armbands) took
almost the rest of his army service to sort
out.
From the army he went to King's College,
Cambridge, where he read Classics for a
while ('until they told me to stop it. I still
have nightmares sometimes about being
asked to put a passage into Greek.'), before
changing to English. 'I deeply regret that
now — I enjoyed it, but it's such a soft
option. I would much rather have done
something with a few hard edges to it, like
Anthropology. Something with a lot of facts
for me to master would have been good for
me. I'm not very good with facts.'

He didn't achieve the first he'd hoped for,
but King's was 'a very civilised place'. They
had various sorts of awards which they made
to failed young gentlemen they rather
approved of to enable them to stay up for
another year and do research. They gave me
one of these, but I turned out to be hopeless
at it — I'm still appalling at research — and
two thirds of the way through it I was
offered a job on Punch, simply because the
youngest member of staff had recently
celebrated his fortieth birthday.'

That was the beginning of seventeen years at
the famous magazine, during which time
Peter Dickinson rose to being 'the man who
was theoretically in charge of all the written
stuff in the paper.' In his seventeen years at
Punch he had 'several editors shot out from
under me' (including Malcolm Muggeridge),
wrote articles, 'a good deal of verse' and was
at one time reviewing thirty detective stories
a month.
Tn the course of reviewing all those thrillers
I had an idea for one of my own, and I sort
of toyed with it in my mind for a couple of
years. Then one evening I sat down in the
kitchen and started to write it, never really
thinking I was going to get very far. I started
on page one, and that's what I still do, go
from page one to the end all at once.'

Three quarters of the way through this, his
first novel, he got stuck. Then his boss went
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away — ironically enough to write his own
book — and left Peter Dickinson doing two
jobs at Punch 'and without enough creative
energy to go round'. When he came back to
the story 'it had gone cold on me.'

'Then I had a nightmare which became the
first chapter of The Weathermonger. I
wrote that book to unblock the first one, and
then I started at the beginning of the other
book, took a great run up to it and got it
done. So effectively I became a children's
writer and an adult writer all at the same
time, unlike some adult book writers who
have gone into children's books thinking, as
it were, "oh. there must be some money in
this.'"
He started writing these books in late 1966;
they were both published in 1968. He thinks
he's 'a very late developer'. At 23, despite
having been in the army, I was still a very
moony teenager.' But his books have
obviously been mulled over before emerging
in their final form. Most of them — even
Tulku, that novel of Buddhism, the wheel of
life and reincarnation, and The Blue Hawk
— took shape first as stories told in the car
to his children. Since 1968 he has written 27
books, at least one adult thriller and a
children's book a year. He says he feels
'vaguely ashamed of being so prolific', but
justifies it to himself on the grounds that he
does no other work at all. In fact on the day
we went to interview him, we could hear his
typewriter tapping away upstairs as we rang
his doorbell, and it transpired that he'd just
finished another adult novel.

'I'm a "hot" writer, I have to keep the
material bubbling away and I write very fast.
I'm also primarily interested in story,
although I quite often start a book without
knowing who's going to do what to whom
and why. I have to create the landscape
before I can put in the structure, and when
I'm on form — although it sounds a very
lah-di-dah thing to say — the book dictates
to a certain extent its own course. You're
never quite certain of what's going to happen
in your own book. The development of
characters is an endless fascination.'

On the subject of writing books for children
Peter Dickinson is very definite. 'I don't
think about language level or an audience at
all. When you're on form you just sit there
having a controlled dream and it comes out
at the tips of your fingers. There's nothing
else like it.'
T think what you're basically doing is
providing children with a tool to think with.
You raise questions in books, so you have to
provide answers. I wrote the Changes
novels' (three stories about a future in which
most people in England have turned against
machines) 'because I thought it was a very

good setting to have adventures in, to tell
stories about. But once you've raised the
question of man and machines, you've got to
answer it in some way. I don't go on about
it, I get on with telling the story. I think
there's a strong element of the teacher and
moralist in my make-up, but I don't set out
to write a book to make a point. Books
shouldn't answer questions fully, but they
should look at them in terms which give
scope for thought, which provide questions
and directions.'

Religion, language, politics and art are four
major themes running through Peter
Dickinson's books. He describes himself as
an agnostic, but an agnostic fascinated by
the power of religion in the human mind,
and he explores it as a storyteller, through
the minds, feelings and actions of the
characters he creates in books like The
Dancing Bear, The Blue Hawk and Tulku.

The Seventh Raven, his most recent book,
started off as 'a light-hearted thriller', with
some revolutionaries, a hostage and some
people putting on a children's opera, but
soon the question of politics and art and the
relationship between them came to the fore,
and he found himself deepening the book as
a whole.

'This made the very bourgeois, high-middle-
class area in which the book is set a lot
more important, and I had to bring that to
the fore much more. The idea I'm looking at
most in that book is that of "art for art's
sake". That's a very high bourgeois concept,
which implies that artists do what they do in
total isolation without having to think about
the rest of the world. Again, the book is a
tool for thinking with, it asks questions, and
it also has a good story.'

A book of Old Testament stories, City of
Gold, brought him the Carnegie Medal for
the second successive year. (He won in
1980 for Tulku.) 'Joanna Goldsworthy at
Gollancz asked me to do it and I said no. I
felt nobody could tell Old Testament stories
these days. Then I thought of the method'
(of giving each storyteller a different voice,
personality and perspective) 'and I was off. I
wanted to plug the stories back into the oral
tradition out of which they'd grown
originally. Some work better than others, I
feel, but on the whole I think it is a
remarkable book, especially because of
Michael Foreman's illustrations.'

Peter Dickinson said this with a rather
embarrassed smile, and it's evidence of the
honesty with which he looks back at his own
work. He prefers The Blue Hawk to Tulku
(agreeing with his brother, a priest, who said
that the first is a 'theological book', the
second 'merely a religious book'), thinks

Annerton Pit has a 'crack down the middle',
after which it falls to pieces, has a real soft
spot for Heartsease, and totally agrees with
John Rowe Townsend's criticism of The
Weathermonger that its ending is a let-
down. One thing he is sure about, though, is
his style of English.
T like my style very much; I think it's very
flexible. The Weathermonger is written in
very good English, old-fashioned, almost
'teacher's' English. And I think that's very
important in children's books.'
In the small garden behind his house in
Holland Park he talked about his keen
interest in gardening and tossed out plenty of
sonorous Latin names for the profusion of
plants in pots. The garden around which
Theodore walks at the end of Tulku, he
said, actually exists in Hampshire. On our
way to the tube station we drove round the
church in the square nearby — the church
which is at the heart of The Seventh Raven.
And where an agnostic who writes books
helps enthusiastically to stage plays and
operas. •

The books
The Weathermonger
Gollancz, 0 575 00038 4, £3.95
Puffin, 0 14 03.0433 9, reprinting Spring
1982

The Devil's Children
Gollancz, 0 575 00410 X, £3.95
Puffin, 0 1403.0546 7, 40p
Heartsease
Gollancz, 0 575 00223 9, £3.95
Puffin, 0 1403.0498 3, 30p
The above titles form the Changes Trilogy
The Gift
Gollancz, 0 575 01630 2, £3.95
Puffin, 0 14 03.0731 1, reprinting Spring
1982

The Dancing Bear
Gollancz, 0 575 01421 0, £3.20

Emma Tupper's Diary
Gollancz, 0 575 00628 5, £4.95
Annerton Pit
Gollancz, 0 575 02239 6, £3.95

Chance, Luck and Destiny
Gollancz, 0 575 01865 8, £3.50
The Blue Hawk
Gollancz, 0 575 02074 1, £3.95
Puffin, 0 1403.0929 2, 75p
Tulku
Gollancz, 0 575 02503 4, £4.50
Puffin Plus, 0 1403.1357 5, £1.50

City of Gold
Gollancz, 0 575 02883 1,£5.95
The Seventh Raven
Gollancz, 0 575 02960 9, £4.95
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HOW TO.. .Visit a Book Fair
With Children's Book Week
approaching fast and Christmas
inexorably following after, a
great many people are putting
the final touches to book fairs
which have been months in the
planning.
Book fairs aim to bring as many children as
possible together with as wide a variety of
books as possible; to show children that
books can be fun, exciting, interesting and
that somewhere among the tremendous
variety of books available there is a book
that will suit them and perhaps even set
them on the road to discovering just how
much pleasure can be found in books.

Organisers of book fairs may have arranged
visits from authors and artists, set up
activities and demonstrations, planned films,
storytelling and puppet shows, thought up
competitions, begged — or even bought —
balloons, badges, stickers, organised posters,
publicity, rotas, signs, timetables, helpers.
They will have coped with fund-raising and
fees, with where to put an author's owls/
pony/snakes and where to find a printing
press/easel/film projector. They will have
placated the opposition and reassured the
anxious. And of course obtained and
displayed hundreds of books both hardback
and paperback.

All awaiting floods of eager child visitors. At
this moment is there a shade of doubt?
Visions of children rampaging uncontrolled,
descending like locusts to strip the fair of
catalogues, stickers, posters, sad children
with 20p expecting to buy a book, parents
and teachers complaining about 'the lack of
organisation'.

If children are to get as much as possible out
of visiting a book fair, the adults who take
them need to do some preparing and
organising.

Nancy Rhodes
offers some
guidelines.
A visit to a book fair may not
sound very exciting. Try to give the
children an idea of what will be
happening there and parents an
explanation of how the children will
benefit (especially if it means bus
fares).
Do give as much warning as
possible. Make sure that parents
have all the details and explain that
books will be for sale. Give
children enough time to save up
pocket money, and tell them to dig
out those book tokens from the
sideboard drawer.
Find out all you can about the fair.
If authors or illustrators are
appearing, make sure that your visit
coincides with the time those you
want to see will be there. No use
getting the class all excited about
the prospect of meeting Roald Dahl
and then finding out when you
arrive at 2pm that he was there in
the morning.

The organisers may be booking-in
groups in advance. Find out how
the system works so that your
group isn't turned away from the
Jan Pierikowski paint-in, the puppet
play or the Dorothy Edwards
storytelling because there is 'no
room'.
If you plan to meet an author/artist,
do make sure that you have read at
least one of his/her books yourself.
He/she will appreciate that you
have taken the trouble and will
appreciate your comments.
Do encourage the children to read
the author's stories — or read them
to them. It's an idea to get them to
write something about why they
liked the story (or didn't) or draw a
picture of something from the book
or a character in the story. The
author/illustrator will be delighted
that the children have taken an
interest and it adds more pleasure
to the visit if they can approach this
strange person with something to
show, instead of just thrusting out a
book for signing and rushing away.
The author may be as nervous as
the child, and will be pleased to
have something to talk about.

Infants can be easily put off by
bigger children. If the organisers are
booking parties, they may be able
to tell you about a quiet time or an
'Infants' time.
Don't stay too long or try to fit in
too much, especially with younger
children.
Do leave time for the children to
buy books. It's very frustrating to
be bustled onto a bus just as you've
got your money ready and your
favourite author is waiting to sign.
Have enough adult helpers to
supervise or help the children.
Explain to the helpers that you
want the children to enjoy
themselves and they must be given
freedom and encouraged to pick up
and look at the books and even to
sit down and read them if they want
to!

Make sure that the children have a
pencil and notebook with them to
write down a list of books they
would like to read. (Get the helpers
to write for the younger ones.) Use
the lists as a basis for buying for
the class library next time you have
some money. It is much more likely
that the books will be read if the
children have had a hand in
choosing them. If there is any spare
money available before the visit,
you could actually buy the books
there so they become realsouvenirs.
If there is a competition, try to get
a copy in advance (or at least as
soon as you arrive) so that the
children understand how it works.
Competitions are often a way of
getting the children involved with
the books. If you can visit the book
fair before your class visit you may
be able to devise your own activity
to help them browse.
The organisers will probably have a
supply of'giveaways' — stickers,
badges, bookmarks, catalogues, etc.
Try to persuade the children that it
is not the aim of the day to be the
one to go home with the biggest
collection!
When you get back to school, talk
about the visit with the class and
see what they thought about it. Get
them to write a short note to the
author they met or to the organisers
thanking them for the visit.
You might even have some energy
left yourself to drop a line to the
organisers. They would be pleased
to hear from you. If you have any
comments, complimentary or
otherwise, it will help them to
decide whether it was all worth
while and if so how they can make
it even more successful next time.0

Nancy Rhodes is a bookseller and has
been involved in many book fairs. She is a
member of the Children's Book Group of
the Booksellers Association. Her
bookshop, The Pied Piper, is in
Brentwood, Essex.
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GRANADA CHILDREN'S BOOKS
GRANADA GUIDES
Compact reference books for all
children with the latest expert
information on the subject together
with explanatory diagrams, brilliant
colour illustrations and a comprehensive
index. £1.95 each.
Illustrated in full colour

Flags
Horses and Ponies «
Warplanes
Dinosaurs
Spacecraft
Tanks
Stars and Planets
Motorcycles s

POPULAR NURSERY RHYMES
All the favourite nursery rhymes
illustrated by famous or popular

artists such as Greenaway, Caldecott,
Rackham or Peake. Edited by

Jennifer Mulherin with notes on
x their history and origins »*

< ".95 J
i Illustrated in full

colour

OiJ

WITCHES •
A horribly hilarious coven

of old hags written and
illustrated in glorious

colour by Colin Hawkins
and an old Witch

£2.95
Illustrated in full colour

THE PRINCESS AND THE UNICORN
A beautiful legend, lovingly created

by Marika Hanbury Tenison,
of the gentle unicorn.
Illustrated in startling
colour with original

paintings

£4.95 Jj
Illustrated in ,-y^

full colour //Lif' "

GRANADA
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THE HABIT OF READING
Anyone hoping to influence the reading habits of the young would do well
to find out first what their reading habits are and how they get them.
Two recent research studies contribute some interesting findings to this
complex and fascinating subject

REPORT I/
The Bradford Book Flood Experiment took place
in four middle schools in Bradford from 1976 to 1979. It aimed to investigate
what effect 'flooding' schools with substantial amounts of books would have on
their reading attainment, attitudes to reading and their reading habits.
Jennie Ingham's full report of the experiment is published this month. Here we
report some of her conclusions.
The investigation followed a single year
group of children through the four schools
for three years. Two of the schools were
given an increased stock of books (nearly
9,000 books, donated in the main by
publishers but also by Bradford Libraries,
made up the 'flood') and the remaining two
schools, each the second half of a 'matched
pair', acted as the control. The experiment
involved a considerable amount of testing. In
addition children in all four schools
completed Reading Record Forms for every
non-text book they read and researchers
interviewed teachers and selected parents
and children individually.

Critical factors
In terms of providing evidence that increased
availability of books improves reading skills
(as measured by the Edinburgh and Schoncll
Reading Tests) the experiment was
inconclusive. What is interesting to those
concerned to get children enthusiastic about
books and reading is that it seems to confirm
one of the findings of the Schools Council's
research into children's reading interests
(Children and Their Books, Whitehead et al,
Macmillan Education, 1977) that contact
with an informed enthusiastic adult is crucial
to making a child into a reader.

The evidence here is even more telling and
Jennie Ingham concludes that what teachers
do with books, the attitudes they have to
books and reading, and what they know
about books are all critical.

The Reading Record Forms in one of the
'flooded' schools show that children were
reading more and from an increasing variety
of authors and titles, presumably because the
choice was readily available and accessible
to them. The other 'flooded' school, in
contrast, showed a decreasing number of
books read and fewer new authors and titles
tackled. Simultaneously with this decrease,
children were reporting a decreased amount
of time made available for personal, private
reading in school and lack of access to
teachers who were well informed about the
books available. Surely not coincidence?

Availability not enough
Simply making books available in quantity is
not enough. Faced with a large selection of
books, less able and even average readers
felt inadequate and in need of reassurance
and guidance. In the first year of the
experiment one 10+ boy attempted 27
books from the 'flooded' class library and
completed 19. In the second year he
attempted 8 and completed 2. He liked the
books, he wanted to read but by the second
year he had exhausted the books he thought

Teachers who help
make readers are
enthusiastic and
willing to share on
equal terms. Rik
McCoy does some
sharing in his school
bookshop in
Portishead.

were at his level and was having difficulty
finding something he could cope with. He
felt there must be books somewhere but he
didn't know how to find them. He comments
on the second year: 'I read some of the
harder ones in the class. I like it at first but
when I start reading my book I get fed up
about it and want to do something else . . . I
want to read.' No reluctant reader here.
Jennie Ingham concludes, 'We need to know
the children and the books; we also need to
continue to teach the children to read these
books. Many teachers reported less-able
readers asking for help with reading after the
Book Flood books arrived. Those children
presumably now saw a future reward for
their efforts.'

Familiarity breeds success
The children were asked to record 'favourite'
books and authors. A greater percentage of
these were books of which the child already
had some prior knowledge. Books were more
likely to have been considered 'successful'
where the children had some idea of what
they were taking on before they began. The
implication for teachers is plain: reading
aloud of extracts/beginnings, displays and
talk about books, especially those on
television or in films, drawing attention to
authors (many 11 and 12-year-olds in the
experiment were surprised that an author
had written more than one book), series and
books of a similar type, practice in how to
choose (one 12+, an 'avid' reader, actively
looking for another book by Leon Garfield,

'didn't think' of looking in the school library
when the class library hadn't got any).

The English lottery
Some teachers in the experiment were
enthusiastic, well-informed and
professionally expert. Some, clearly, were
not. For most of the children, whichever
school they were in, with or without the
book flood, how much reading they did was
largely determined by which teacher they
had for English.

'He wanted you to read the book, and then
he talked to you about it before you got
another one.'

'I didn't like any of the books in class and I
spent a long time looking for a book and he
said would I like to try that one (his own
copy of Mrs Frisby and the Rats of
NIMH) because it was a right good book so
I read it.'

'He knew about the violin and that, but he
didn't tell us about books.'

'If we don't find one (a book) in about five
minutes, sir just gives us one.'

'He just says choose one (a book) and go
and sit down.'

'In the third year I don't think we had a
proper lesson, not a whole lesson to read in.'

'We only have about five minutes (reading
time) after lessons, and then we don't have
another until two days.'
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The experiment shows that even 'avid'
readers read less when taught by teachers
who were uninformed and unenthusiastic.
And from the children there was pretty well
unanimous agreement about the impossibility
of 'getting into a book' when time for reading
is short, irregular and infrequent.

Talk about books
The experiment also shows that the children
talked about books most to their friends and
were very likely to take recommendations
from them. After friends, children talked to
members of their family more than anyone
else. Except, significantly, in one school
where fewer books were taken home.
Children recorded very little discussion with
teachers of the books they had read. Some
teachers recommended books but there was
little evidence that pupils were able to report
back in a genuine two-sided conversation.

Often children found a recommended book
too difficult but didn't feel confident enough
to say so, or didn't want to be seen to be
rejecting teacher's favourite book.
It is important, Jennie Ingham feels, 'to meet
the child where he/she is with reading and
then to lead positively on with the child's co-
operation, rather than totally demolishing
what the child offers in attempting to replace
it in one fell swoop with our own package
deal, however good our intentions.'
Some kind of reading record is a good way
to create an opportunity for discussing a
child's reading, once or twice a term. (See
Christopher Walker on Reading
Conversations in Reading Development
and Extension, Ward Lock Educational.)
All four schools attributed an increased
awareness of book titles, series, authors, the
processes involved in choosing books and
other reading-related processes to the

continual use over three years of the
Reading Record Form. Many of the teachers
intend to go on using it after the end of the
experiment.
Inevitably it's tempting to wonder what
results the Book Flood might have come up
with if the teachers had been properly
trained and equipped to take full advantage
of it. •

This is an account of only a small part of
the whole experiment. You will find the full
report in Books and Reading Development:
The Bradford Book Flood Experiment,
Jennie Ingham, Heinemann Educational
Books, 0 435 10450 0, £12.50 hb/
0 435 10451 9, £4.95 pb, to be
published on 28th September. For more
comment, see Editor's Page 3.

REPORT 2/Young People's Leisure Reading 13-15
Since January 1979 Pauline Heather has been following the spare-time reading
habits of sixty pupils drawn from ten comprehensive schools in Sheffield and N.E.
Derbyshire. Here she reports on some of the things she discovered in the five
terms she spent with them.
Each pupil was interviewed once a term.
Among other things, we were interested in
how many of the pupils read books, how
much time they spent reading and how many
books they read. We expected the number
reading books to fall. In fact there were
more pupils who started than stopped.
Nevertheless throughout the five terms both
the numbers of books read and the amount
of time spent in reading decreased. The
decline, though, was not steady; time spent
in reading varied. The pupils gave these
reasons for a change in their reading habits:
a) Pressure of examinations
b) Summer holidays — some pupils read
more and others read less because of the
holidays
c) Homework

d) Other activities — some activities are
seasonal, so pupils may read less during
part of the year. Some pupils started reading
because they had nothing else to do.
e) Family commitments — these may be
temporary e.g. mother having a baby or a
permanent duty e.g. looking after brothers
and sisters which inhibits reading.
f) Difficulty in finding suitable books to
read or finding books which entice you to
read.
g) Books being passed round at school —
reading may stop when books are no longer
passed round.
The largest change in reading habits
occurred over the summer holidays, so it
seems that the long holiday disrupts the
pattern of reading which might not be
resumed.

Who reads?
At the first interview all the pupils were
asked whether they read books for pleasure.
15% of the pupils said they did not read
books and another 25% said they did not
read books every week. We found that
pupils were more likely to read books if:
a) Their father was engaged in a non-
manual occupation.

b) Both parents read books.
c) They attended a school which
encouraged leisure reading by means of class
libraries, a school bookshop or club, silent
reading lessons, a qualified librarian and
library lessons.
Girls were heavier readers than boys,

although a similar proportion of boys and
girls were non-readers.

Magazine reading
At the start of the study 78% of the pupils
said they read magazines. There was a slight
decline in the number of magazines read
throughout the study, but not as marked as
the decline in book reading. The most
popular magazines were those about
modelling, transport, football, pop music,
films, motor cycling and the second world
war. Teenage magazines, especially Jackie
and My Guy, were also read in large
numbers. The same proportion of book
readers as non book readers read magazines.

Using spare time
We did not find any significant correlation
between the time spent either doing
homework or watching television and the
amount of time the pupils said they spent
reading. Therefore, although homework was
often given as a reason for not reading, some
pupils find time for over two hours'
homework a night and a large amount of
reading. The pupils mentioned over 70
different leisure interests between them.
Throughout the study the most frequently
mentioned activities were team sport, ice-
skating, swimming and discos. Just over a
third of the sample had read books related to
their hobbies at some time during the study.

Types of books read
During the study fifty books were mentioned
by more than one person. We listed these.
More than half have some link with
television programmes or films: either the
book is based on a television programme or
film, or the book has been serialised or made
into a film. Five authors appear more than
once on the list: James Herriot, Ian Fleming,
Isaac Asimov, James Herbert and J.R.R.
Tolkien. Other types of books on the list are
classical novels, animal books, humorous
books, mysteries, science fiction and teenage
novels. A non-fiction book on cars also
appears on the list. The pupils were asked
their reasons for selecting each book. The
five most common reasons given for
choosing a book in order of frequency are:
a) Book by the same author previously read

b) Book was recommended
c) Influence of the mass media
d) Looking for particular type of book

e) Read cover.

Source of books
The three main sources of books were
buying them (27%), borrowing from public
library (25%) and borrowing from friends or
family (24%). 11% of the books read had
been borrowed from a school library and
10% had been received as presents. The
small proportion of books borrowed from
school libraries in comparison to the
proportion borrowed from public libraries
seems to indicate that school libraries are
not catering for young people's leisure
reading needs. When asked why particular
books had been read, some pupils said that
the book had been readily available, e.g. 'I
felt like a change and it was convenient' and
'It was lying around at home.' This shows
the importance of books being readily
accessible to young people, in the places
which they usually frequent.
Pauline Heather is on the staff of the Centre
for Research on User Studies at Sheffield
University. The Centre which was set up in
1975 is concerned with people's needs for
information and literature, how they search,
find and make use of it. Its work is related to
publishing, bookselling, education, and
library and information systems of all kinds. •

The full report of Pauline Heather's
research, Young People's Reading: A
Study of the Leisure Reading of 13-15
year olds, 0 906088 05 4, is available from
the Centre at 8 Palmerston Road, Sheffield
S10 2TE. The price, including postage and
packing, is £9.00 ($27 overseas).
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REVIEWS
NON-FICTION

Einstein Anderson,
Science Sleuth
Seymour Simon, Hippo,
0 590 70080 4, 70p
A book which was very much
enjoyed by younger middle
school children. Einstein
(Adam) Anderson is a young
science genius who constantly
outwits his friend and scientific
rival, Stanley. The author
weaves fiction around scientific
fact, leaving readers to solve
the problems set by Einstein.
Older readers thought it was
all a bit simple and not really
funny but 9 and 10-year-olds
asked for more. Comment
from a science teacher was
'Just the way to teach science:
challenge and puzzle, easy to
read but with something to
question afterwards.' It should
sell to all young science
sleuths. A pity about the cover.
As one tester said, 'The cover
looks a bit daft and could be
better.'! CL

Energy
Nigel Dudley, Ladybird,
0 7214 0636 X, 50p
Examined in detail by children
across the middle school range,
this book was very well
received. The diagrams and
illustrations were accessible to
nine-year-olds and the written
content alerted older children
to comment on the problems of
constant energy supply.
Science teachers felt it was
factually sound and an
excellent starter for further
study. Who does read
Ladybird fact books
voluntarily? There was no
doubt that those asked to test
this book responded positively
but all testers were
'volunteered'. A practical,
well-considered book from
Ladybird. It will need good
promotion to be a successful
bookshop seller. CL

A Young Person's
Guide to Monsters
Bernard Brett, Granada,
0 583 30478 8, 85p
This is a hotchpotch of fiction
and non-fiction spanning
everything from Triceratops to
Unicorns, Gargoyles, the
Triffids and King Kong. There
are 39 fact-filled sections
which my little Monsters, who
have a typical liking for
reading about even more
spectacular monsters,
devoured with relish. I'd
recommend it for the bookshop
and feel sure that customers
would consider it worth every
penny once they have realised
that it is not all monster stories
as the cover might suggest.

DB
This is France
111. Toni Goffe,
0552 54178 8

Un
Deux
Trois
Quatre
Cinq
Six
Sept
Huit
Neuf
Dix

This is China
111. Chris Masters,
0552 54180 X
Carousel, 95p each
1 am sure that the busy
cartoons and the mass of
fascinating and often
splendidly useless information
in these books will give endless
happy browsing hours to most
youngsters. There is a
lighthearted, painless flavour
about them which I found
refreshing, along with the fact
that the rather stereotyped
ideas that we have about these
countries are avoided. My
testers enjoyed them but felt
that there was not enough
information about a single
topic to make them worthwhile
other than as a starting point
for a serious investigation, yet
as pure entertainment to
titillate interest they are a must
for most upper junior/lower
secondary schools.

I was particularly impressed
by the alternative titles in
French in This is France and
the clear explanation of the
Chinese language in This is
China, and did you know that
a common method of
committing suicide in ancient
China was to eat half a kilo of
salt?! DB

This is Spain
111. Chris Masters,
055254181 8
This is the U.S.A.
111. Toni Goffe,
0552 54179 6
Carousel, 95p each
Companion books to 'Amazing
Facts', there is no doubt of
their popularity. Children in
the 10 to 11 age group battled
to be testers and small groups
pored over them. The
illustrations are the chief
attraction presented in a
colourful, jokey style. Each
book is jam-packed with
information for the child who
seeks to find out and quote
facts. Much of the information
is at a very superficial level —
two double pages for the
history of Spain from pre-
historic times to 1976!
However in-depth research is
not the point of such books
and, as one child pointed out,
'The pictures lead you on to
the information the book gives
you.' 'Brilliant' was another
emphatic verdict. They should
be first-class sellers in the
book shop and collectors'
items for the enthusiast. CL

Codes for Kids
Burton Albert Jr, revised
by Neil Grant, Puffin,
0 1403.13672, 80p
The sort of book that will give
hours of pleasure to the sort of
child for whom codes and
secret writing holds a
fascination, generally bright
little boys in my experience.
They'll have 35 to choose
from here along with practice
pieces and answers, all quite
amusingly illustrated. The blurb
is another example of oversell
'kidology' — 'an indispensable
handbook for secret agents,
clubs, friends and anybody
with a taste for skulduggery
and intrigue'. Surely the
publishers don't think that any
child in his right mind would
fall for that waffle. If they do,
let them come and chat to my
pupils sometime and get their
ideas straight. DB

War Stories
Beaver, 0 600 20362 X,
95p
A book for staunch war
devotees. Twelve stories are
included. Odette is here, The
Cockleshell Heroes, The
Wooden Horse and the Battle
of the River Plate, along with
others all carefully recorded,
mapped and noted. Surprisingly
no photographs are included
but presumably that would
push up the price.

From a personal point of view
1 never push war stories but

the first eight words in the
introduction of this book
signified an integrity which I
sensed throughout — 'No
sensible person loves war. It is
evil.' Certainly this is worth
library and bookshop space for
older readers seeking more
than sensational information.

DB
A Young Person's
File on Spies
Richard Garrett,
Granada,
0 583 30479 6, 95p
Richard Garrett's direct and
informative style makes these
twelve chapters on spies and
spying a very satisfying read.
The 'Strictly not for Adults'
blurb on the front cover put
me off, suggesting a lack of
seriousness of purpose, which
was not repaid in the reading.
Most of the famous spies of
this century are represented
alongside the less-well
remembered, which adds up to
a very useful book to dip into
and possibly a taster for non-
fiction orientated boys. DB

A Book of Disasters
Jane Ferguson, Hippo,
0 590 70032 4, 70p
Children responded with very
mixed reactions to this <book.
One girl wrote 'This book is
rotten. It lives up to its name
— disaster!' Some top middle
boys however browsed through
it with enthusiasm. The book
is divided into eighteen sections
telling of man-made as well as
natural disasters; all have
occurred in recent history and
are illustrated with press
photographs of the events.

The author intends that there
should be a serious response,
reminding the reader of the
part human error and
unthinking behaviour play in
the creation of disasters. I
suspect however that this
message will be ignored by
those who respond to the book
and it will be a publication
dipped into by those who find
such information exciting
rather than a salutary lesson. I
see it being read in the corner
of the bookshop but not
purchased. CL
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A range of stimulating,
carefully graded student
magazines for beginners
(9-12-year-olds) to
advanced level
(16 upwards).

French, German and
Spanish magazines:

* Are ideal for use as
motivating-
supplementary aids
alongside any main
course.

* Contain fresh, exciting,'
topical material which *
helps students actively
enjoy using the language'
they have learned.

* Are a valuable source of
language practice and
varied reading material
at all levels.

* Provide an extra
dimension to classroom
activities.

fiML)

.Mary Glasgow Publications

Please send me further
details about your Modern
Language Magazines and a
subscription order form.

Name

School

Address

Post this form to:
Mary Glasgow Publications (BFK1),
140 Kensington Church Street,
London W8 4BN.

Dranta,book reviews,
documentaries

with Middle English we're trying to get them reading. . .
Middle English is a new schools television series for 9 to 12%.

In September
A two-part dramatisation of Philippa Pearce's The Shadow Cage (Puffin)

In October
Willie Rushton and Connie Booth look at:

Break in the Sun by Bernard Ashley (Puffin) ;
Ramona and her Father by Beverly Cleary (Hamish Hamilton/Puffin);

Tig's Crime by T R Burch (Lions).
In November

The Beano gets a look-in with a behind the scenes documentary on how
it's produced.

And there's lots more throughout the year — poetry, more drama, more books,
programmes and more documentaries.

Middle English starts on September 22nd.
(Tuesday 9.53-10.13 repeated Thursday 11.39-11.59)

Teachers' Notes 80p incl p&p (each term) Pupils' Anthology 70p incl p&p (for year)
From The Education Office, Thames Television, 149 Tottenham Court Road, London WIP 9LL or from the

Education Officer at your local ITV company.

Independent Television for Schools and Colleges
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Hutchinson's
Junior Choice

Written and illustrated by
Nadine Bernard Wescott
THE GIANT
VEGETABLE GARDEN
In this delightful picture
book, giant vegetables
grown for a national
contest run riot in the
village of Peapack. In full
colour £3.95

Iris Grender
DID I EVER TELL YOU
ABOUT MYIRISH GREAT
GRANDMOTHER?
Illustrated by Tony Ross
Even though Rosemary
and her brother Francis
are on their best behaviour
when they go to stay with i
their Irish Great
Grandmother, they still
cannot stay out of
trouble.
£3.95 (5-9)

Colin Dann
IN THE GRIP OF
WINTER
Illustrated by Terry Riley
For his first book, The
Animals of Farthing Wood,
the author won the first
Arts Council National
Award for Children's
Literature. His new book
tells how the unique
'family' of animals from
this first story fight for
survival in their new
home. £5.50 (10+)

Bernard Stone & Tony Ross
THE TALE OF
ADMIRAL MOUSE
This is the 100th title to
come from Andersen Press
and marks five years of
publishing. Exquisitely
illustrated with miniature
paintings by Tony Ross,
this brilliant successor to
The Charge of the Mouse
Brigade is a hilarious
retelling of the Battle of
Trafalgar in which all the
protagonists are mice.
In full colour £3.50

Martin Waddell&
Philippe Dupasquier
THE GREAT GREEN
MOUSE DISASTER
In this hilarious giant
picture book, a troupe of
performing mice escape in
a hotel lobby and wreak
havoc. In full colour £3.95

Ruth Brown
A DARK, DARK TALE
This masterly new picture
book by the author of
Crazy Charlie is a spooky
mystery guaranteed to
hold children spellbound
from the first eerie
moorland spread to the
charming surprise ending.
In full colour £3.95

Picture Books from
Andersen Press

A School
Bookshop scheme
that's in a class

of its own.
You've only got to learn

that it's backed by WH.Smith
to realise that this book
scheme is top of the pile.

It's a no-risk, no-outlay,
no-hassle scheme, tailor made
to suit your school's needs by
the people who know books
best-WH.Smith.

Here's why it's so good.
* You can pick up the books you want from
your nearest branch of W.H.Smith on a sale-
or-return basis. Nothing to pay in advance!
* You get a 10% discount on the cover price
of every book you sell.
* The back-up service includes free
newsletters, free paper bags, low-cost book
marks, competitions for young readers, and
even help with special events such as
Parent Evenings, Open Days etc.

All in all, it adds up to a scheme
that's ideal for your school or college
- and with the backing of W.H.Smith,
it really does put it in a class of its own!

For further details contact
whoever is nearer you:

Mr. J. A. Cattemull, Mrs. Y B. White,
Book Department, W.H.Smith
W.H.Smith & Son Ltd., School Book Agencies,
Strand House, "Grestan"
10, New Fetter Lane, Bagby, Nr. Thirsk,
London, EC4A IAD. N. Yorkshire,YO7 2PH.
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TALKING
••POINT

Strike a Blow
for Quality

As Magnet launch The Crisp Twins series to challenge Armada's Nancy Drew,
Hardy Boys and Three Investigators, Steve Bowles suggests that a concerted
effort could kill them all off for good.

Faced with kids reading the endless juvenile 'sleuth' series, I'll support
"quantity before quality" and, like all good liberals, feel confident that
few will want the Hardy Boys forever. But isn't it time we moved nearer
to "quantity and quality"? I'm bothered by our paperback publishers'
increasing investment in such series at the expense of readable and
decently-written fiction, which is thereby consigned to oblivion soon
after hardback publication. It's even more frustrating when really useful
paperbacks do appear, only to be crowded off bookshop shelves by the
eternally-spawning pap that's so convenient for the "fast-buck" cynics
of the book trade — sales reps, wholesalers and chain stores.

To hinder their progress, we could treat this mind-rot (?) like responsible
parents confronting commercially-packaged tooth-rot. But limiting
consumption presupposes nourishing and equally appetising alter-
natives and choosing these means attempting to work out what hooks
certain kids on pulps. It isn't, for example, that they're especially easy to
read. Though not infallible, readability tests give some indication of a
text's difficulty and, using two different formulae, several randomly-
chosen passages from representative titles show "reading ages" up to
15.5 — even lowest scores exceed 10. This makes them at least as
difficult as many good quality paperbacks on the market. The pulps just
keep within the range of 9-13s, their main audience, by employing a very
high proportion of dialogue, which usually lowers "reading age". But
other novels with lots of chat can give much lower scores. Compare
Grange Hill for Sale where comparable passages often have "reading
ages" around 8 or 9 (same tests)— greater relevance, easier reading and
better literature! Conversely, Magnet's new junk series, The Crisp
Twins, has relatively small chunks of dialogue and passages with scores
of 13.5-15.5 are common. All pulps' vocabulary tends to be formal or
old-fashioned and dated syntax/stilted speech patterns can stop weaker
readers using context to tackle unfamiliar words. This factor meets some
objections to readability tests which admittedly don't pay any attention
to meaning.

Because almost everything is told through conversation, it's difficult to
sum up past events briefly or make full use of bridging paragraphs to
cover passage of time and shift of scene. Consequently, a continuous
flow of trivia for the characters to discuss as they inch the story along is
vital. This means something's always happening — a plus bolstered still
further by making characters dramatically over-react — but it also
stretches the books (170+ pages is usual) thereby decreasing their
usefulness from a "quantity before quality" viewpoint. (Again the
Grange Hill books, 120+ pages, win hands down.) The reverse side of
this "continuous action" coin, however, is that very little of it has any
real significance in the story, much is repetitive and the dramatic
climaxes which by tradition close each chapter are generally resolved on
the next page. The spurious nature of the action could explain the fact
that — in my secondary school experience, at least — the books tend to
appeal to particular types of kids: quiet, earnest, undemanding —
average ability girls, higher ability boys — never those I'd call "reluctant
readers" and seldom the 'wery woracious' either.

Julia Dobson, author of the Crisp Twins, doesn't emulate her mentors in
every department. Her stories start much more slowly and don't employ
phoney dramatic high-points — the action hangs together, making them
qualitatively a step up from Dixon, Keene and co. The smaller
proportion of dialogue allows a more appropriate length (+ 120 pages).
Nevertheless, such minor improvements don't make the books welcome.
They're poorly written — and the absence of the "continuous action"
mirage could prove fatal when kids get hold of them. They're not so much
better than the oldies that they warrant the effort of establishing them in
lieu; the similarly flawed Jill Graham books (Piccolo) certainly seem to
have nose-dived.

Armada's dated but simple melodramatic covers complement their
series well and, along with standardised mock-Gothic titles, are ob-
viously effective in grabbing readers and creating a brand image. For
what they are, they're sufficiently well-drawn — more than you can say
for Methuen's Crisp Twins efforts. The four new Bobbsey Twins books
from Carousel (up-dated, Anglicised, badly edited) which are aimed at a
younger age group — the twins (two sets!) are twelve and six — also look
dreadful and, additionally, exhibit a particularly grotty glue job —
reading them is noisier than eating a bag of crisps. Sparrow have a good
cover style for their new attempt to cash in, The Dana Girls 'from the
author of the Nancy Drew books', but they haven't yet adopted one
super-scarey incident as the central focus.

Other things play a part in such success as these books achieve: extreme
simplicity of character; short chapters; even, some would say, wish-
fulfilment Adventure storylines (eg. Sam and Abi Crisp helping K.G.,
their journalist father, to capture ivory poachers in Kenya and smugglers
of antiquities in Egypt) and exotic, get-away-from-everyday locations,
although the overwhelming popularity of Grange Hill argues strongly
against this. But there's nothing which can't be found in other, better
novels. So their trump card is possibly the security which a series affords,
the knowledge that another from the same factory guarantees an
identical experience. That kids don't regularly find enjoyable reading
elsewhere, that they need to resort to these series, says volumes about
the past service they've received from so-called professionals — writers,
publishers, teachers, booksellers, reviewers, librarians. The first nail in
the pulps' coffin — better matching of books to kids — is surely within
reach. Will it once again prove too much work to pick it up and find the
hammer? 9
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The Ivory Poachers
(a Crisp Twins Adventure),
Julia Dobson, Magnet,
0 416 24210 3, 90p
The Tomb Robbers
(a Crisp Twins Adventure),
Julia Dobson, Magnet,
0416 24200 6, 90p
(both titles also in hardback,
£3.50)
Mystery of the Stone Tiger
(a Dana Girls Mystery),
Carolyn Keene, Sparrow,
0 09 926290 8, 95p

The Riddle of the Frozen
Fountain
(a Dana Girls Mystery),
Carolyn Keene, Sparrow,
0 09 926430 7, 95p
Secret in the Pirate's Cave
(The Bobbsey Twins 2), Laura
Lee Hope, Carousel,
0552521345, 85p
Grange Hill for Sale
Robert Leeson, Lions,
0006718132, 85p
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SOUND & VISION
STARTING IN SEPTEMBER
Stig of the Dump
Umpteen reprints in Puffin, 18 years-worth of children who love the
book, and the love of a television producer have finally coalesced to bring
about a TV series which is bound to be very popular. Stig of the Dump
will be appearing on your screens from 28th September on Thames TV
at 5.30 on Mondays and Wednesdays. In all there will be ten 15-minute
programmes, and Puffin have re-issued the paperback with a new jacket,
incorporating stills from the series, price 90p.

Sheila Kinany was the producer, and she said that she 'just loved the
book. My children read it and loved it, and I was so pleased when the idea
of doing it was accepted. So many children know the book so well, my
main ambition was to be as faithful to it as possible. That's very difficult,
what with leopards and all sorts of animals, and building a sort of
Stonehenge.'

Liz Brown at Thames thinks, however, that the dramatisation is very
faithful to the book. 'We used a leopard from a local zoo, and overcame
most of the other problems. The series is intended for children of the
same age range as the book — about 7 to 10 — and lots of schools and
LE A's have already said they were pleased we were doing it because it's
such a highly regarded book.'

The actor who plays Stig himself will be instantly recognisable to avid
television viewers despite the heavy make-up. Keith Jayne, who is in fact
20, played the cabin boy Tom Arnold in The Onedin Line, and more
recently the character of Francis in Scarf Jack (based on the novel by P.
J. Kavanagh).

Vice Versa
Puffin are doing well for TV tie-ins at the moment. ATV began a
networked seven-part serialisation of the F. Anstey classic, Vice Versa,
on 13th September. The half-hour programmes (directed by Ron
Francis), star Peter Bowles and Paul Spurrier as the father and son who
exchange lives for a couple of months, because pompous Mr Bultitude
happened to be holding a magic stone when he said he wouldn't mind
being a boy again.

Penguin have issued the book (first published in 1882) in two formats.
One is a Puffin (with maroon cover) and one a Penguin to catch the adult
market, in green and orange. Both editions are £1.25.

Paul Spurrier and Peter Bowles in ATV's Vice Versa, photos
by Jack Moody.

The Book of the
Film
The Time Bandits
Grant Ashley-Warnock, who plays the main
character of Barney in Stig, is the brother of
Craig who stars in the latest production from
Terry Gilliam and Michael Palin of Monty
Python fame. The film, which was released
in July, gathered some excellent reviews,
and it's a bizarre story of young Kevin, who
is whirled off in an adventure through time
and space with the bandits of the title — six
dwarves. He even meets The Supreme Being
— Ralph Richardson in an ill-fitting suit.

Meanwhile Sparrow have rushed out a book
of the film, written by Charles Alverson and
based on the screenplay (95p). It also
includes black and white stills from the film.
Matt Triggs (aged 12) saw the film and
enjoyed it immensely, but was a little
lukewarm towards the book.

Stig of the Dump photos courtesy of Thames Television.
Above, left to right: Barney (Grant Ashley Warnock), Stig
(Keith Jayne), Charles King (author's son) and Clive King
(author). Below: Barney and Stig.

* ^ \ ""! W£N

Kevin (Craig Warnock)

Vincent (Michael Palin)
and Pansy (Shelley Duval),
unrequited lovers, are
waylaid in the forest by
Robin Hood's men. From
Hand Made Films' The
Time Bandits.

'It told the story, all right, but it isn't very
funny because you can't hear the film. The
jokes are in the sound of John Cleese's
voice, and that doesn't come over. Lots of
the funny bits in the film were visual, and
they feel a bit flat in the book, so it's not
very good. Not bad if you've seen the film
though and you want to re-live it.'
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The Great Muppet Caper
Another book of the film (and it says so on
the cover!) is The Great Muppet Caper
(Michael Joseph, £3.95). The same strictures
apply as with The Time Bandits book.
Anyone who's seen the film (and there must
be many kids who have) may enjoy reading
a re-written screenplay, and there are plenty
of colour stills from the film. But it's
unlikely to re-create the atmosphere of a film
which includes a lot of music and spectacle,
so it could mean some disappointment for a
mini-Muppets fan.

Miss Piggy from The Great Muppet Caper

Why Didn't They
Tell the Horses?
Hippomaniac (that's horse-mad) kids who
were enthralled by K. M. Peyton's
Flambards (both in Puffin and on Yorkshire
Television) may be interested in a
'background' book — yet another Puffin.
Why Didn't They Tell the Horses? (Puffin
Plus, 95p) was written by Christine
McKenna, who starred as the heroine of the
TV series, and is about her efforts to learn
to ride before — and during filming.

Flambards features horses (as well as
aeroplanes) in a big way, and Christine told
a small white lie to get such a plum part,
saying she knew all about horses and was an
accomplished rider when her only encounter
with an animal vaguely equine was with an
'endearing donkey' on the Isle of Man.
Within a very short time Christine admits
that 'her life had changed' and she was a
horse fanatic. She's also playing a part in
the revival of side-saddle riding, which
featured in the Flambards series, and is a
committed member of the Ladies' Side-
Saddle Association.

The idea for the book came one evening
when she was with her trainer, Sue Turner,
trying to think of a name for a Side-Saddle
Association show-jumping event. She came
up with the wonderful 'A Bit on the Side',
which was rejected. It was also eventually
rejected as the title of the book (although it
is the title of the first chapter), but the idea
had been planted, and she trotted off to see
Tony Lacey at Puffin, who couldn't rein
himself back and commissioned the book on
the spot.

'We clinched it in about 10 seconds,' said
Christine, 'and when I came out of his office
I was a bit stunned. I'd promised to deliver
the first chapter by the end of the week after,

so I rang Kathleen Peyton, who's now a
great friend, and just shouted "Help!" She
told me I must be mad.'
But the first chapter was delivered on time,
and the whole book was in fact finished by
the end of the same month. In its final form
it consists of anecdotes (hilarious) from the
filming of the series and relating to (mostly)
runaway horses, inter-leaved with
commentary (serious) from trainer Sue
Turner on safety aspects and riding
technique — all with a side-saddle slant.

Christine's now working on a second book
for Puffin — 'in the same vein as the first.
It's all about learning to be an actor for kids
who like the idea, based on my personal
experiences. Really it's a series of
calamities.' •

Photos from
Why Didn't They
Tell the Horses?

IT'S EASY . . .
'Certainly should stimulate children's
interest in morphology and habits of
everyday creatures'. TLS
... to Have Ants to Stay £&£
... to Have Woodlice to Stay
... to Have a Ladybird to Stay
Advisory Editor Caroline O'Hagan
Text by John Goldsmith
Illustrations by Judith Allan
Each book: 24pp £1.95 Ages 4-7

-CHATTO & WINDUS

SOCCER
WARNE

THE OBSERVER'S
POCKET SERIES
Nearly 90 books covering such
a wide range of subjects that
there's bound to be at least one
for YOU. Hardbacks at a paper-
back price: £1.95 net each.

FREDERICK WARNE (Publishers) LTD
Warne House Vincent Lane Dorking Surrey RH43FW w
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Selections from two timely paperbacks to make you smile as the autumn
term gets into the groove

From Up with Skool (Puffin)

Imagine a dragon: fierce, with yellow fangs
and evil-smelling breath; bulging eyes and
green scaly skin. If you can imagine that
dragon with nail varnish on its claws,
wearing a brown tweed suit and ginger hair
tied up in a bun, then you can imagine Miss
Bolger.

Miss Bolger, the scourge of Junior 2, Terror
of the Tongue, Attila the Bun. She was a
sorceress who could turn a classroom into a
torture chamber and with a wave of her
magic cane turn 30 infants into quivering
jellies. She taught us the 3 Ss — sweating,
stammering and skins (how to jump out of).

In complete contrast was Miss Davis, a
dear, gentle old soul, who loved us all, even
the lowliest and smelliest (even Lacey). Her
lessons came gift-wrapped, because the
reward for a correct answer would often be a
sweet and for everyone there was a smile
and a word of encouragement.

We repaid her kindness by occasionally
locking her in the bookroom, and putting
cockroaches in her spectacle case.

As I grew older, my legs grew shorter and
my trousers longer, so I went to grammar
school, where most of the schoolmasters
were men. Here, the good, the bad, and the
ugly swept through classrooms breathing not
fire, but vulgar fractions, Latin verbs and
laws of physics. Great gollups of information
which passed through my brain like steam
through a football net.

To help liven up the lessons, they used black
leather straps and how well I remember lazy
summer afternoons, the droning of bees
outside, the lilt of the strap and the howling
of little boys within. We gave them
nicknames 'The Last Count' (always out
before the bell), 'The Tooleater' (3^| pints
every lunchtime . . . i.e., the two-litre), and
'Rumblintum.'

There was one particular thug I remember
with affection, who, as well as being
President of the N.S.P.C.C. (National
Society for the Promotion of Cruelty to
Children) was the gym master. S.A.S.-
trained, his hobbies were shouting and
bruising, and woe betide any boy who forgot
his pumps or put his underpants on back to
front (or vice versa). But even though his
brain was muscle-bound, he had a nice sense
of humour and would always laugh heartily
if somebody fell off the wall-bars or dropped
a bench on their toe.

But, like everyone else, I survived and as I
grew older I got to know and to like many of
those whom at first I believed came from
Outer Space. Teachers, those strange beings
who live on the other side of the blackboard.
Who eat chalk and talk in loud riddles.

Some nights I wake up sweating after a
nightmare, in which I had to lie to attention
for two hours and not make a sound. On

waking, I realize Miss Bolger had been in
charge of my sleep. Of course, she's hung up
her cane, and long since departed this life.
But I bet she's still bossing kids around
somewhere. Miss Bolger, now in Paradise
Junior School, making the infant angels
cross their wings and sit up straight. Putting
the fear of God into them. It must be hell.

.ch
From The Beaver Book of Slk ool
Verse, illustrations by Graham
Thompson

MY
TEACHER

What has a teacher got that we haven't?
The answer book.

'My teacher's got a new car.'
'What make is it?'
'It's a Rolls Canardly.'
'Never heard of it.'
'Haven't you! It rolls down one hill and can
'ardly get up the next.'

Mrs Bond is nice she shouts
and makes me jump
and when she says get
your sum books out I
nearly faint and when she
says put on your pumps I
think I run round the world
and I run across the playground
and when she says run I run and when
she says jump I jump

Kevin Brown (aged 6)9

Up with Skool, pictures by Quentin Blake,
Puffin, 0 14 03.1436 9, 80p, is a collection
of jokes, riddles and limericks sent in by
children. Organised in 12 sections each one
is introduced by anecdote and recollection
from the famous and the funny (Cyril Smith
on School Dinners, Roald Dahl on
punishments, Roger McGough on Teachers).
Puffin hope it will be as successful as
Crack-a-Joke and The End. As children
never seem to tire of the same hoary old
jokes it probably will.

The Beaver Book of S\ool Verse
(Spelling correction — in red. Bets are being
hedged at Beaver!) is chosen by Jennifer
Curry, pictures by Graham Thompson,
0 600 20321 2, 95p. Jennifer Curry
acknowledges help from friends, teachers,
parents, children and has produced an
assortment of poems organised, like Up with
Skool, under headings: Going to School, In
the Classroom, School Dinners, Sports, etc.
It's a wide ranging mixture of traditional
(Anon), ancient (Herrick), old {de la Mare,
Farjeon), modern (lots of McGough,
Gareth Owen, Causley, Rosen) and a good
sprinkling of children's writing. Lots that's
well known but some nice Unkings and
juxtapositions.
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CRAVEN'S CHOICE

John Craven is this year's
Children's Book Week
personality. During CBW he will
be appearing at events all over
the country including a return
visit to his old school in Leeds.
Nine years ago John had a hard
job convincing people that a TV
news programme for children
would find an audience. Today,
Newsround is well established
and has developed a skilful
journalistic style which reports
on, often complex, events and
issues and makes them
understandable. As presenter of
Newsround and part of the
Multi- Co loured Swap Shop
team, John Craven is definitely
in the First Division of People
Children Like Best.
John is an enthusiastic amateur photographer
and has a particular interest in conservation.
He has recently become a co-president of the
Young People's Trust for Endangered Species
— his fellow presidents are David Bellamy,
Rolf Harris, Spike Milligan, Johnny Morris,
Harry Secombe and David Shepherd. YPTES
(pronounced Yippeteeze!) aims to enrol
schools and individual children and provide
information, badges, ideas for projects. John
has recently moved into the country and
found that he has his own personal
endangered species in the loft. It's an unusual
breed of squirrel brought to England by the
Romans which lives only in that part of
Buckinghamshire.

With these interests you might expect
Craven's Choice to be heavily weighted
towards non-fiction. But John likes a good
story and he also had his two daughters,
Emma (8) and Victoria (6), helping him to
choose. Both are avid readers so he decided
to include what they liked and put in his own
favourites for older children. He says they had
a lot of fun choosing and quite a few battles
at the end when decisions had to be made
about the final twelve. At times both
daughters stormed out of the room when
books they liked were dropped.

The books .
Comments

• Amazing Facts About Your Body
III. Bobby Craig, Carousel, 0 552 57045 1,
95 p
This is the best kind of children's information
book because grown-ups learn a lot from it as
well. And it's fun too — using facts and
figures in an amusing and entertaining way.'

• A Friendship of Equals
Gina Wilson, Faber, 0 571 1 1 632 9, £4.50
A good well-written story. It's about people
with different social backgrounds and there's
a girl in a wheelchair but the story is more
important than the issues. I'd think it would
appeal particularly to girls of 10—12.'

• Tess — The Story of a Guide Dog
Fay Godwin and Peter Purves, Gollancz,
0 575 02959 5, £4.95
'It's a sure-fire winner — and I'm not saying
that just because Peter Purves is an old
friend. It's very much a documentary — you
need to spend time reading it. If you can't
read, you can certainly enjoy the
photographs. A suitable memento for the
Golden Jubilee of the Guide Dogs for the
Blind Association.'

• Frank and Polly Muir's Big Dipper
Heinemann, 0 434 48160 2, £5.95
'It's literally what it says. There's a lovely
variety of things in it for the whole family to
dip into — stories, poetry, information,
cartoons. An introduction to lots of good
authors and illustrators. It's an obvious
Christmas book — but one that will be in use
long after Christmas.'

• Gumdrop and the Secret Switches
Val Biro, Hodder & Stoughton,
0 340 26276 1, £3.50
This is my choice because I like old motor
cars and this is a lovely story with marvellous
pictures.'

• The Dazzle
Edna O'Brien, Hodder & Stoughton,
0 340 26491 8, £3.95
'Edna O'Brien's first story for children and it's
beautifully illustrated by Peter Stevenson —
looks a bit like a book from the thirties. But
it's really Emma's choice — she was
enchanted and there were "scenes" when the
book had to leave the house with me.'

Pictured L to R: Michelle Oberman (Book Marketing Council) central co-
ordinator Children's Book Week, John Craven — Children's Book Week
'81 Personality, and Sue Rudge (The Bodley Head), Chairman Children's
Book Week Committee, with John Craven's book selection.

1 The Most Amazing Hide-and-Seek Counting
Book
Robert Crowther, Kestrel, 0 7226 5598 3,
£4.95
'Victoria's choice and a smashing book. It's a
well-made pop-up and easy to use. This one
will be in use for a long time — you never
get tired of seeing what's going to pop out
and counting all the weird little things.'

plus Craven's

i Frankenstein's Monster Fun Book
Gyles Brandreth, Knight, 0 340 26532 9, 85p
'Emma's choice — she's heavily into
monsters and spooky things. A nice book —
all the monster ingredients but not X
Certificate scary.'

) Fair's Fair
Leon Garfield, Macdonald, 0 354 08126 8,
£3.25
A marvellous story, beautifully illustrated. A
Christmas setting, but a book to go back to
again and again. A real possession — not
just a book, a little treasure.'

i The Honeybee and the Robber
Eric Carle, Julia MacRae Books,
0 86203 013 7, £4.95
Another pop-up that won't be easily
destroyed. It's a good way to get information
across to young children. I like the section at
the back with more information about bees,
for grown-ups. More books could copy this.
When I'm reading with children they always
want to know more than the book tell you.'

Tarkina the Otter
John Goldsmith and Graham Dangerfield,
Pelham, 0 7207 1292 0, £4.95
'A very hi.gh quality animal book. Beautifully
illustrated with drawings and photographs
and nicely laid out.'

> Emergency Mouse
Bernard Stone, Sparrow, 0 09 926630 X,
£1.35
'A great fun book. Victoria liked the
Steadman drawings, Emma liked the story.'0

Look out this autumn for
John Craven's Wildlife Report
Hamish Hamilton, 0 241 10645 1, £5.50 hb;
0241 10701 6, £3.50 pb
A collection of interviews with people all over
the world who are actively involved in
conservation,

Young Photographer
John Craven and John Wasley, E.P.
Publishing, 0 7158 0667 X, £2.50
John Craven introduces photography, its
history, etc. in the first half, then hands over
to a professional for detailed advice.

The People's Trust for Endangered Species
can be contacted at 19 Quarry Street,
Guildford, Surrey (Tel: 0483-35671).
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Super Gran Rules OK!
Pat Triggs talks to Forrest Wilson.

The Super Gran phenomenon is currently amazing the Puffin people. Over
80,000 copies have been sold since the book was first published in July
last year. 'You'd normally only expect to get figures like that from a TV tie-
in,' says Barry Cunningham of Children's Marketing.

Teachers, too, from all over the country tell of it sweeping through junior
schools with no assistance from them. Super Gran i tseemsisajuniorcul t
and news of i t i sspread inga longthe kids' grapevine faster than Puffin can
reprint.

Several hundred miles away in Ayr, Forrest Wilson, creator of Super Gran,
seems mildly surprised to hear all this. 'They send me the sales figures; but
the trouble is I've no idea whether they're good or bad. I sawthis magazine
The Bookseller the other day. Never heard of it before. Perhaps if I got that
it would give me some idea.'

He seems genuinely mystified by the ways of London publishers which is
odd because he's been in the business since 1966. He started writing
scripts for kids' comics, first for Odhams and then for D.C. Thompson, the
comics king. He wrote storylines for Beezer, Bunty, Mandy and Sparky —
starting by taking over characters like Pansy Potter and then creating his
own (always Funnies). He did that for six years finding out on the way that
he was quite good at making up crosswords and managing to sell puzzles
to the local newspaper in Paisley and to pop music weeklies like Romeo.

About 1972 hedec idedtosee i fhecou ld write .'pro per stories' andgaveup
comics for women's magazines. It wasn't until he moved to Ayr and joined
the Writers Club that he decided to have a go at a full length book.

Super Gran in her first incarnation appeared about then. 'She was based on
my mother-in-law who was an amazingly energetic woman. She died at77
but right up until the last she did everything, all the do-it-yourself, wiring,
decorating, sitting outside on window sills to clean the windows. Like
Super Gran she thought she could do ANYthing.' He put a boy and a girl in
it 'to get both markets' and made the humour'as visual as I could'and sent
it out. One publisher kept it eleven months and there was talk of
'something to do with TV; but in the end it came back. Re-telling that story
Forrest Wilson doesn't sound annoyed or disappointed. It's as if he didn't
really expect anything different.

Super Gran lay dormant for a year and re-surfaced with a whole new
personality — she became Scottish. Molly Weir came to speak at the
Writers Club and it suddenly occurred to Forrest Wilson that Super Gran
didn't have to be English. She could be like Molly Weir. For a competition
he re-wrote the first chapter with his new heroine. Helen Murdoch from
Hamilton College was the adjudicator and she encouraged him to try the
publishers again. He re-wrote the whole thing, cutting it drastically on the
way, and sent it off once more. The eleventh publisher, Andersen, took it
and it appeared complete with David McKee illustrations in 1978. Then
came the Puffin, Jackanory in April this year; the next book, a paperback
original (he doesn't realise how unusual that is either) comes out this
month, and another is due next year.

It's only after you've been talking for a while to this deliberately spoken
Scotsman that you realise how marvellously appropriate to Forrest Wilson
the Super Gran story is. Grannie Smith accidentally shot by the Super-ray
acquires incredible powers of strength, speed, sightand hearing. As Super
Gran she takes on a bookful of baddies including the wicked Inventor and

'She leapt forward and her little old fists shot out, each one
connecting with the stomach of each crook.' From Super Gran
Rules OK! (Puffin, 0 1403 1427 X, 85p) Illustrations by
David McKee.

the Toughies in pursuit of Right. But she still looks like a frail old lady.
Forrest Wilson too has led a double life. For eleven years he worked in an
office — and didn't like it. Every morning he travelled from Ayrto the office
of the Scottish Milk Marketing Board in Paisley by train, starting at 7.30.
That's when I wrote the first version of Super Gran. I used to sleep on the
way back.'

There he was, a quiet, restrained office worker— 'I'm a bit shywith people
in general.' And in his head another existence full of comic strip jokes,
puzzles for teeny bopper mags and wild fast-moving slapstick fantasies
about old ladies with X-ray eyes. Didn't he ever make a funny remark? 'I
think you have to know people well to be funny. It takes a long time.' A
pause. 'After people have heard all my jokes I usually move offices,' he
says with deadpan tone.

Four years ago he was able to give up the detested office; he was earning
enough doing crosswords. But now he can do what he's always wanted. 'I
knew a few months after I took up writing that I wanted to do it full time.'

Super Gran in the 'Skimmer.'

Super Gran Rules OK out this month has Super Gran in a desperate
struggle to save the Skimmer, Mr Black's new invention (his reluctance to
re-make the Super-ray machine, in spite of Super Gran's nagging, because
he's more interested in doing something new is one of Forrest Wilson's
running jokes). This time there are some new baddies, Roly Poley and the
Pink Punk, a fantastic James Bond type chase climax and Mr Fry from
Department Y. Y? Just because that's what it's called. That's the sort of
knock-about panto-style humour Forrest Wilson likes. 'All my life I've
made puns — but no-one wants to know about them. Now I can make
puns and get away with it.' He can indeed for he's plumb in the
Dandy/Beano tradition and has kids falling off their chairs laughing or
groaning.

In Super Gran Super Star to be published next vear (original ly the sequel,
now No. 3) we are back with Super Gran and the Super Oldies at the
Commonwealth Games in Edinburgh. And new opposition. 'There has to
be some way in each book that Super Gran can be defeated.' In Rules OK
her super powers start to wane. You'l l never guess how she gets them
back.

Three books on, Forrest Wilson is getting interested in what's happening
to Edison, Mr Black's daughter. 'She was jokier in Rules OK, more
positive. I'm developing her.relationship with Super Gran.' What about
Willard? 'Oh he just tags along.'

And the future? 'I've got a puzzle book being published by Hippo in the
new year. I've got some vague thoughts about another Super Gran. And
some other ideasinmind. Doyouth ink lshou ld te l lTonyLacey or wait for
him to ask?' O
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is pleased to support
The School Bookshop Association

MONEY - THE FACTS OF LIFE
6th edition by W.ReayTolfree

As part of a continuing programme of educational sponsorship
this book has been produced by the Bank, in association with

the publishers, Woodhead-Faulkner Limited, 8 Market
Passage, Cambridge.

Written for those starting in regular employment for the first
time, the book contains useful information such as how wages

and salaries are paid, how to look after money and how to
budget Suitable for school-leavers, students, and teachers

instructing in money matters.
Copies from booksellers or, in cases of difficulty, direct from

the publishers.
Price £L

MONEY - THE FACTS OF LIFE
Audio-Visual Presentation

A new audio-visual teaching pack based on the book has now
been produced, comprising four 20-minute filmstrips with
accompanying cassettes, teachers1 notes, suggested projects

and a copy of the book.
Specifically for classroom use, the filmstrips trace the early
working lives of two cartoon characters, Zack and Zelda,
through numerous drawings, photographs and charts,

combined with a lively informative soundtrack.
Each pack costs €30 plus VAT and is available under

special preview offer from Public Relations Department
(FS),LloydsBank,7lLombardStreet,LondonEC3P3BS.
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Mean and myopic? The booksellers reply

Margaret Cooper, a bookseller
from Bromsgrove, writes:
I was very interested to read David
Bennett's article in May's Books for Keeps
and fairly puffed with pride at the instantly
recognisable description of the helpful,
committed, responsible and caring small
bookseller whose commercialisation never
fails to come second to the Great Task —
the uniting of book and child. An encomium
entirely justified, of course! ,

But the heady glow was all but snuffed out
when Mr Bennett went on to refer to his
'lavish enterprises' involving 'quantities of
books that are more than a small supplier
can reasonably be expected to provide'.
Does 'reasonably' refer to Mr Bennett's
judgement or to that of his 'dedicated' local
bookseller? Because I must admit I would
feel less than happy if sterling small-scale
work with a school was all that was
expected of me. Most 'reasonably' efficient
local bookshops would be only too pleased
to handle the books for Mr Bennett's bigger
occasions and if I were his 'obliging' partner
I'd be a bit put out if he didn't ask.

This does illustrate a point which I've
noticed before. Some teachers are perhaps
not aware of the size of activities carried out
by even the small bookseller, of the numbers

of books sold — and ordered — each day, of
the extent of orders placed by institutions of
all sorts, of the level of weekly turnover, of
the individual customers who spend £s on
books week after week.

I hope I'm not being unfair to Mr Bennett;
I'm the last one to ward off appreciation! I
only want to put in a plea for using local
bookshops to the full. Any bookseller
capable of seeing further than the end of his
nose should have the commitment to
cooperate in the small and worthy venture
and the good sense to want to be in on the
larger act.

Michael Pountney, Book
Merchandise Controller for
W.H. Smith, has something to
say, too
There aren't many big chain shops, part of
an international group of companies, in
Derbyshire, where Mr Bennett lives, and
where, presumably, he had his experience of
such shops being mean and myopic.

Does he mean us? It might have been more
open had he named names.

If he means us, then I think we should be
entitled to respond. Does he know, for
example, that we do supply, exclusively,

school bookshops in over 600 schools? That
we employ two people full time to co-
ordinate this activity? That supplies are
made from local W.H. Smith shops with the
minimum of red-tape? That the whole
operation makes us very little profit — 10%
is a critical discount when set against the
enormously high costs of High Street trading
— and that we operate the scheme precisely
because we do recognise the social values of
doing so.

But there is a commercial reality. His
proposition isn't too exciting. He will give all
his regular business to his local independent
bookseller and come to the big chain shop
when his requirement outstrips his local
shop's capacity. Why doesn't he offer us all
the business? If we can supply the big
orders, we can certainly supply the small
ones, and the agent's discount is the same
from us as from anyone else. Is he being
fair?

(For the record, David Bennett's
experience of Big Booksellers did not
relate to W.H. Smith. Ed.)

Have you anything to add?
What sort of service do you get
from your supplier, big or
small, for bookshop or book
fair?

A plea for more text
Opening the Children's Books of the Year Exhibition in July, Frank
Delaney of BBC Radio's Bookshelf programme had some lively
things to say about children's publishing, television and newspapers.

Around you here you see some marvellous illustrations. Illustrators are
now being encouraged by their publishers to do good jackets. The Rook
from Hamish Hamilton, written and illustrated by Deborah King, is a
non-fiction book, an account of a year in the life of the rook. It's the sort
of book we didn't have when I was a child. It's the sort of book which
should introduce a good number of children to the notion of non-fiction.
That is heartening. But if you go through the list over the last few years it
appears that many publishers are putting their money into design, into
illustration; you have pop-up books, you have pullout books, you have
picture books. I would like to make a plea for more type, more text. Even
though you do have wonderful illustrators and even though they do catch
the children's eye, I can't help but think that they follow on from
television and that this is how publishers now decide on what to publish.'

'Television companies are responsible to huge audiences and they do
very little about books for children. A good number of children now get
their information, get their stories from television and perhaps turn to
books that way. In their various ways the television companies,
including the BBC, could do a lot more for children's publishing.'

T would like to see the newspapers putting more money into prizes, into
devoting pages to children's books. I have seen newspapers in Ireland
doing this with tremendous success, devoting perhaps a literary page in
every three to children's books. The reading habit there is very much
stronger; there has been a publishing boom, and there has been a boom in
the sale of children's books, there in the last few years. It's not just
enough that the Guardian does an award every year. It's not enough that
people like Alan Garner are recognised because of the publicity attached
to their work. It's not enough that people like Alan Aldridge with
Butterfly Ball should go down in legend as an illustrator of books. You
need more input, you need more finance, you need money from the
television companies and from the newspapers not only to keep
children's books together, because they are falling back in the scale of
publishing, but to make them more than one sixteenth of the total output."

Welcome Picturemacs
Happily we've been able to get
Graham Oakley's marvellous
Church Mice books in
paperback for a while now.
But starting this month
Macmillan are launching a
whole new series of paperback
picture books, Picturemacs,
with titles from their hardback
list. The first batch includes
The Church Mice at
Christmas, The Girl who
Loved Wild Horses by Paul
Goble, and Ron and Atie van
der Meer's delightful
interpretation of the Noah
story, Oh Lord!. All very
welcome and for full size, well-
produced paperbacks good
value at £1.50.

Reading for
Enjoyment

A fourth edition of these useful
booklists with completely new
selectors and selections of just
over 100 titles in each.
0-6 chosen by Dorothy Butler
(0 907264 00 X)
7-11 chosen by Ann
Bartholomew (0 907264 01 8)
12 and up chosen by Chris
Kloet (0 907264 02 6)

Available from Baker Book
Services Ltd, Little Mead,
Alfold Road, Cranleigh,
Surrey, or from the National
Book League. Price 75p each.
(Touring exhibitions are also
available from the NBL.)

This blue and white double
decker bus will be a fami l iar
sight around schools and play
centres this autumn. The
Bookbus, designed to carry
books, films, authors, illustrators
and story readers, is the project
of Bookboat, the floating
children's bookshop in

Greenwich. It was funded with
grants from the Arts Council,
Marks and Spencer and help
from Puffin who financed the
designing and painting of the
bus — as you might guess from
a quick glance at the conductor
and passengers!


